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President
meets with
security aides
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan met with his top
security advisers today as he put
the finishing touches on a revised
proposal to be made to the Soviet
Union on reducing strategic
nuclear weapons.
An announcement by the president was expected Wednesday,
when the next round of talks
begins in Geneva,Switzerland.
Following a recommendation
from the president's Commission
on Strategic Forces, Reagan is
likely to shift the U.S. position
from counting missiles to
warheads. Many of the missiles
carry more than one warhead,
complicating the now-deadlocked
efforts to sharply reduce longrange weapons on both sides.
Other key changes being weighed at today's high-level administration meeting, in which
U.S. negotiator Edward Rowny
participated, were easing the ceiling Reagan sought to impose last
year on the Soviets' heaviest
ground-based missiles and controls on total destructive force,
known as throw-weight, of the
missiles.
(Continued On Page 2)
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CURVES STRAIGHTENED — The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has announced that
curves along Chestnut Street near the Murray State University pedestrian overpass will soon be
straightened. Don Kelly, Institute for Rural Development, reports that the curve on the west side
of the overpass (top photo) is to be straightened beginning near the entrance to the MSU security
office. A left turn lane will also be added to Waldrop Avenue. The curve on the east side of the overpass (right) will be straightened near the entrance to the Univerity Center parking area. Kelly
reports the section will not be completely straightened but these changes should make the entire
area considerably safer. Bids for the project wll be accepted June 17.
MSU photos by Barry Johnson
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Mental health benefit changes announced
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By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration, moving to
ease its controversial Social
Security disability reviews, will
exempt psychotics and paranoid
schizophrenics from the reviews
and re-examine the Tases of
thousands of other mentally ill
people tossed off the rolls in the
last two years,sources said today.

-rd

Health and Human Services
Secretary Margaret M. Heckler
planned to announce a series of
changes in the reviews at a news
conference later today.
In advance, sources on Capitol
Hill and in mental health advocacy groups said they had
learned the administration would
stop reviewing all cases of those
with "functional psychotic
disorders" such as schizophrenia.
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Finance committee
okays proposed budget
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LBL ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL — The 14th annual Land Between The Lakes (LBL) Arts and Crafts Festival, co-sponsored by
TVA and the Murray Art Guild, will be Saturday and Sunday,June 18
and 19, at LBL on U.S. 68 near the Eggner's Ferry Bridge. The
festival showcases much of the region's best original art, and many
artists will have demonstrations of their crafts. Featured again this
year at the festival is the Devils Elbow Fiddlers Chatnpionships,
from noon to 5 p.m.Saturday. The Arts and Crafts Festival runs from
9 a.m. to dusk each day. Live music and concessions will be provided
throughout the weekend. For more information, contact TVA's Land
Between The Lakes at(502)924-5602.

House subcommittee
votes to clear Burford
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — A
House subcommittee voted today
to clear former Environmental
Protection Agency chief Anne M.
Burford of contempt of Congress,
saying the agency now is
cooperating with congressional investigators.
The House Public Works investigations subcommittee
adopted a resolution on a voice
vote declaring that Mrs. Burford
and the EPA had complied with a
congressional subpoena for agency documents and that the former
EPA administrator no longer
could be considered in contempt.

.440,-.40.
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The subcommittee vote sent the
resolution to the full Public Works
Committee. A hearing on the issue
is scheduled there next week.
The resolution, sponsored by the
subcommittee chairman, Rep.
Elliott H. Levitas, D-Ga., declares
that "compliance has been effected and that further proceedings ... are unnecessary."
Although the resolution cannot
erase last December's historic
vote in which Mrs. Burford
became the highest executive
branch official in history to be
cited for contempt, it will stop
criminal prosecution.

Members of the Murray State
University regents' finance committee today reached a consensus
on a proposed $40.1 million budget
for 1983-84 and will submit its proposal to the board of regents at it
June 18 meeting.
Michael Harreld, chairman of
the committee, reports the budget
will include recommendation for
an across-the-board salary increase of five percent for faculty
and professional staff, with an additional 1.5 percent to be set aside
for merit salary increases.
The committee reached its
agreement during a closedsession discussion that lasted over
two hours.
Prior to entering closed session,

Harreld reported that there was a
"disagreement in philosophy" on
the non-recurring income should
be treated.
He says this is income from interest earned on reserve funds
and that in the past it has not been
budgeted. He added that "a portion" of those funds have been included in the proposed budget.
The total proposed budget
represents an increase of about 5.3
percent over last year's $38.1
million expenditure, according to
Budget Director Don
Chamberlain.
Harreld, Billy Morgan, Robert
Lawton and B.M. Westberry are
members of the finance committee.

About one-fourth of those on the
rolls with mental impairments fit
under that category.
The exemption apparently
would not cover retarded people
or those who are borderline
psychotics or schizophrenics.
Eileen P. Sweeney, a lawyer
with the National Senior Citizens
Law Center, said she understood
"they are going to go back two
years and review people's cases if
they had a mental impairment"
and were cut off the rolls.
A congressional source,• who
asked to remain anonymous, said
the administration also planned to
revise the list of eligible medical
reasons for disability, to expand
the definition of permanent
disability and to relax strict rules
that now prevent examiners in
most cases from considering a
person's age, education and work
experience.
It was unclear whether the administration will require examiners to find that a person's
mental condition has improved
before ordering a cutoff. Social
Security once required such
evidence but reversed that policy
in the late 1970s.
The Social Security administration began conducting the reviews
to see whether disability
beneficiaries still were incapable
of working. The reviews created a
furor because many recipients
said they were being cut off the

Stolen weapons in Kentucky increase;
serial numbers important for recovery
Stolen weapons are one of the
most lucrative theft items in Kentucky, Kentucky State Police
report.
Nearly $2 million in stolen
weapons are reported to the police
in Kentucky. Since many people
might be reluctant to report
weapons when they are stolen,
particularly in those areas where
gun registration is not required, it
is estimated that as much as $5
million in firearms are probably
stolen in Kentucky each year.
"The reported value of stolen
guns increased by 25 percent during the last six months of 1982. We
are seeing another increase
already in 1983, as the value of
stolen guns was nearly $500,000
during the first three months of
1983," Richard Wright, information officer at the Mayfield post,
said.
During the last six months in
1982, weapons reported stolen
totalled $8,283 with none being
recovered. In Graves County,
$6,895 worth of guns were stolen
while $978 worth were i-ecutered.
In Marshall County, $4,395 worth
were stolen and none were
recovered.
The serial number of a firearm
is its unique characteristic,
Wright added. By federal law, the
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rolls, even though they were too
disabled to work.
More than 700,000 cases have
been reviewed since the Reagan
administration started an accelerated process in March 1981
and more than 300,000 people have
been ordered off the rolls.

Youth recovering
after assault
CHINO, Calif. ( AP) — An 8year-old whose throat was slashed
in a brutal attack, still not told
that his parents, sister and
playmate were killed, used sign
language to help detectives in the
case, officials said.
Joshua Ryen, the only survivor
of the bloodbath at his family's
posh home early Sunday, has com%
municated with detectives from
his hospital bed and provided
some information, San Bernardino Sheriff Floyd Tidwell said
at a news conference Monday.
The boy had been found in a
bathroom of the rural Chino Hills
home,slashed across the neck and
beaten about the head. His slain
parents, Douglas Ryen, 41, and
Peggy Ann Ryen, 41, were found
in.a bedroom.
The bodies of Joshua's sister,
Jessica, 10, and a neighbor who
was sperfaing the night,
Christopher Hughes, 10, also were
found in the secluded house,
located about 35 miles east of Los
Angeles.

mostly sunny
Today mostly sunny and
pleasant. High in the upper 70s
with northwest winds 5 to 10
mph. Tonight clear and cool.
Low in the mid 50s with calm
winds. Wednesday sunny. High
in the upper 70s to low 80s with
southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
SLAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
358.9
Kentucky Lake
358.9
•
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serial number of each weapon is
recorded, beginning with the
manufacturer, the wholesaler, the
gun dealer. The National Crime
Information Computer ( NCIC)
has the capability of filing each
stolen weapon by make, model,
and serial number.
Why, then, are less than five
percent of the weapons reported
stolen in Kentucky recovered?
"The problem lies with the individual gun owner and the act
that he does not often have the
serial number of the weapon
available for the police when he
reports that a weapon has been
stolen," he said.
Nearly half of all stolen autos
are recovered by the police

•• • ••• •ap

through the VIN (vehicle
number). Improving the recovery
of stolen weapons will, in fact,
serve as a deterrent to thieves
who rely on fences and other
criminals to dispose of the
weapons they steal.
That is—why every gun owner
should record the make, model,
and serial number of every
firearm on a firarms identification card, Wright said. The wallet
size cards, available through the
Kentucky State police, local law
enforcement agencies, and local
gun dealer, should by kept in the
owner's billfold. If a gun is stolen,
the information necessary to have
the stolen weapon entered into
NCIC will be readily available.
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tBS successfully defends slander suit
called victory for freedom of press

•

By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP I — Attorneys for Dan Rather, CBS and
the top-rated show "60 Minutes"
claimed a victory for a free press
after successfully defending a $30
million slander suit filed by a
California doctor.
"We're just very pleased," said
CBS lawyer William Vaughn, who
called the 10-2 jury verdict Monday "a moment that strikes a blow
for the First Amendment."
Dr. Carl Galloway, who claimed
he was unjustly accused in a "60
Minutes" report on insurance
fraud, said that during the trial he
felt "like David up against

Goliath. I don't have my own network."
In New York, CBS issued a
statement saying, "From the
outset, we were convinced that a
dispassionate examination of the
evidence would demonstrate
clearly that the broadcast was fair
and accurate."
Roone Arledge, president of
competing ABC News, hailed the
verdict in a statement issued from
New York, saying the decision
"was both appropriate and pleasing to those of us concerned with
the vitality of investigative reporting."
Rather could not be reached for
comment Monday; his phone

Higdon named vice chairman
for corrections committee

POP

State Sen. Greg Higdon. DFancy Farm, has been named
vice chairman of the legislative
Special Committee on Corrections.
The committee held an
organizational meeting on June 3.
Higdon said the group will coordinate information from the
various state agencies, committees and other groups currently
studying the jail and corrections
situation in Kentucky.
"We're going to try to solve this
problem once and for all," Higdon
said. "Not only the crucial problem in our prison system, but
right down to the county jail situation, too."
Higdon said recent federal county rulings and other problems'
primarily related to overcrowding
prompted the formation of the
special committee.
Officials of the Corrections
Greg Higdon
Cabinet addressed the panel at its
first meeting,' describing assignThe committee will make
ment procedures and prison recommendations to the 1984
population problems.
General Assembly.

number in New York is unlisted
and a CBS-TV editor said Rather
could not be contacted. He was at
his regular post as anchorman of
the CBS evening news Monday
night, and introduced a brief
report on the verdict in his own case.
The-disputed report, titled "It's
No Accident," was broadcast Dec.
9, 1979. It told of insurance fraud
schemes in Los Angeles' black
community and pinpointed the
Manchester West doctors' office
as one clinic which allegedly
churned out phony medical
reports for bogus accident claims.
Galloway, 35, admitted he had
worked at the clinic part-time but
said he left two months before the
"60 Mk utes" crew arrived.
ThPitloctor said that when he
saw legal instructions that would
be given to jurors before they
deliberated, he began to suspect
that "we were in a heap of trouble."
To find in Galloway's favor,
jurors would have had to determine that Rather and his producer, Steven Glauber, "entertained serious doubts" about the
truth of their report at the time
they filmed it and that they acted
"in reckless disregard for the
truth."
One juror, Betty Riordan, said
that instruction made the verdict
for CBS inevitable.

Program registration
slated at library
Parents can registen for the
Calloway County Public Library's
"Parents and Twos" program at
9:30 a.m. Wednesday in the
library.
There will be a limit of 10
children which will be accompanied by a parent.
The first session will be at 9:30
a.m. Wednesday, June 15, in the
arts annex.

The Oak Ridge Boys

Concerts scheduled at 1983 state fair
State Fair concert tickets for
Willie Nelson & Family, Rick Springfield, The Oak Ridge Boys and
Richard Simmons all will be for
sale starting Monday,June 20.
Ticketron outlets will be selling
best-available tickets at many
locations in Kentucky. Mail orders
will not be presented until June 20,
to coincide with Ticketron outlet
sales, putting all concert tickets
on a first-come-first-serve basis.
The Fair Staff is now looking for
a replacement act for Dolly Parton, who recently cancelled her
Aug. 20 State Fair booking.
In a big change from State Fair
concerts, Nelson, Springfield and
The Oak Ridge Boys will appear in
air-conditioned Freedom Hall Coliseum. (The State Fair Rodeo,
which traditionally has played the
Willie Nelson
first weekend of the Fair in
Freedom Hall, will move to and the Aug. 20 concert will be in
Broadbent Arena.) Both Simmons the Stadium.

More good news — these concerts will be priced lower than last
year.
(Acts-Dates-Prices)
Thursday, Aug. 11 — Willie
Nelson & Family. Tickets, $8.50
Reserved. Freedom Hall, 8 p.m.
EDT.
Friday, Aug. 12 — Rick Springfield. Tickets, $8 Reserved.
Freedom Hall,8 p.m. EDT.
Saturday, Aug. 13 — Oak Ridge
Boys. Tickets — $7 Reserved.
Freedom Hall, 3 p.m. & 8 p.m.
EDT.
Sunday, Aug. 14 — Richard Simmonk Show "It's a special Exercise Concert" with belly laughs.
Tickets, General Admission $3
Adults & $1 Children 12 or under.
Stadium,4 p.m. EDT.
All Ticketron outlets will charge
85 cents extra for each ticket. The
Fairground Box Office will not
charge the extra fee.

Fund raising discussed by
regional literacy council
The West Kentucky Literacy
Council met recently in the Adult
Learning Center at Murray State
University with Mrs. Lois Sparks
presided.
Various objectives of the Council were discussed, including fund
raising for adult reading programs, in an effort to address
local and area illiteracy problems. The group discussed
possibilities of having professional tutor training workshops
for volunteer tutors helping in
adult education. An appreciation
dinner for the tutors was planned.
The local Literacy Council will
cooperate with the Coalition for
Literacy, a statewide organization
under the direction of the Kentucky Department of Libraries
and Archives and the Kentucky

Department of Education.
The group approved plans to
produce a brochure depicting the
need for adult literacy programs
and the accomplishments of those
in existence. Local funding will be
solicited for improving and expanding such programs.
In addition to Mrs. Sparks,
others attending the Council
meeting were Chuck Guthrie,
coordinator of Adult Learning
Center at Murray State Univevity; Claire Resig, coordinator ‘f
the Volunteer Adult Reading Program in Calloway County; Janice
Volcker, co-chairperson of the
West Kentucky Literacy Council;
Mildred Nichols and Louise
Benrock, co-coordinators of the
Volunteer Adult Reading Program in Marshall County.
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Mural to be dedicated
at First Christian Church
ALL EARS — Freddie, owned by Cindy McAllister, Austin, Texas,
displays the ear span during a birthday party at an Austin park. The
party was in honor of four basset hounds who are celebrities around

the University of Texas. Freddie was one of the many basset hounds
that took part in the festivities which included a master and dog lookalike contest.
AP Laserphoto

Robbins wins three posthumous awards
By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The late Marty Robbins "really
loved his fans," and they
reciprocated by voting him the
winner of three posthumous Music
City News Country Awards, including top male vocalist.
Robbins, who died of heart
failure last December at age 57,
was chosen male vocalist of the
year and won album of the year
for "Come Back To Me" at the
17th annual Music City News
Country Awards on Monday night.
He also earned single record of the
year for "Some -Memories Just
Won't Die."
The winners were chosen by
20,000 subscribers to Music City

News, a monthly country music
publication.
"He loved his fans and they
really came through for him,"
Robbins' wife, Marizona, said
afterwards.
The four-piece band Alabama
won two awards, vocal group of
the year and top band, at
ceremonies at the Grand Ole Opry
House that were syndicated to
television stations across the
country.
The full house of 4,400 included
most of the major country stars.
The other double winners were
Ricky Skaggs for the star of
tomorrow award and top
bluegrass act, and the syndicated
television show "Hee Haw,"
which won top country music

President...
(Continued From Page 1)
It was not clear whether the
president was prepared to approve a total revamping of the old
US. position, which the Soviets
have rejected ap one-sided, or to
make only limited changes in that
position.
In ackmace of the National
Security Council meeting,
presidefitia/ spokesman Larry

Speakes said Reagan was not expected to make a final decision on
revising the U.S. stance.
"I suspect the president will
make his decision on modifying
the proposal overnight or tomorrow, but I don't suppose WI be as
specific" as some critics have
hoped, said another administration official, wife insisted on
anonymity.

television series and whose gospel
quartet was chosen gospel act of
the year. The gospel quartet consists of Roy Clark, Buck Owens,
Grandpa Jones and Kenny Price.
Roy Acuff, the 79-year-old "king
of country music," won the first
living-legend award as a tribute to
his 50 years in the country music
business.
"I've been in this town 45 years
and it's the first award I've
received that I've come on stage
to accept," Acuff said after
receiving a standing ovation. "I
think they created this so maybe
I'd win something."
Janie Fricke was voted top
female vocalist, dethroning Barbara Mandrell who had won the
honor the past two years.
"I'm going to accept this on
behalf of the fans," Miss Fricke
said, echoing the acceptance
remarks of most winners.
It was the first time since 1980
that Miss Mandrell had not won at
least one award in these presentations.
"It's not fun not to- win," Miss
Mandrell said after the sbbw.
"But you can be happy because it
Is a friend" who won. Miss Fricke
was a backup vocalist on many of
Miss Mandrell's records.
Other winners included David
Frizzell and Shelly West, duet of.

the year; "Conway Twitty on the
Mississippi," country music
television special of the year; and
the Statlers, comedy act of the
year.
The show featured a two-minute
tribute to Robbins, who had been a
finalist for 41 awards during the
past five years. Hosts of the program were the Statlers, Louise
Mandrell (Barbara's sister) and
Miss Fricke.

Sunday, June 12, a mosaic
mural will be dedicated at the
First Christian Church of Murray.
The work is another collaboration
of designer, Joe Rigsby of Murray, and mosaicist, Dr. Harold F.
Berg of Louisville.
The mural, which pictures
Jesus among the children, will
hang in the church's education
building. It was donated to the
church by Dr. Berg in honor of Joe
Rigsby.
Rigsby and Berg have collaborated on several major works
which have been donated to public
and institutional facilities. Most of
these are in Louisville where
Rigsby lived before accepting a
teaching position at Murray State.
Rigsby designs and renders the
images in color which Berg projects onto panels. The projected
image is traced and colored glass

tiles are positioned on the surface
with epoxy glue. Berg uses techniques of application which he
learned in Europe. He has studied
and photographed mosaics
throughout Europe and Asia.
Some of their works can be seen
in the Louisville Jewish Community Center, two in the University of
Louisville Health Sciences Center,
two in the Louisville Jewish
Hospital, the Louisville Youth
Performing Arts School, University of Louisville Law Library,
American Red Cross Blood
Center, and the Wall Street
Methodist Church in Jeffersonville, Indiana.
They are currently working on
mosaics for the Lions Club Eye
Bank in Louisville and another
honoring the Chief of Surgery at
the University of Louisville
Medical School.

LBL course offerings aimed at elderly
GOLDEN POND — TVA's Land
Between The Lakes(LBL) will cosponsor a series of course offerings for older persons June 19-25 in
the Environmental Education
Area's Youth Station.
The courses, entitled "Flora of
Western Kentucky," "Edible and
Medicinal Plants," and "Nature
Photography" are open to persons
60 and older. The classes are part
of Elderhostel, Incorporated, an
international network of continuing education for older adults.
The courses will be scheduled to
allow participants to attend all
three sessions if they choose to do
so. Instructors will include • Dr.
Wayne Chester of the Austin Peay
State University biology departatent, Dr. Harold Eversmeyer of

the Murray State University
biology department, and Dr.
Richard Paterson, communications specialist in LBL.
Optional evening progarms
have been scheduled for each
night of the week. They will include attendance at a musical, a
dinner/cruise on Kentucky Lake,
a buffalo cookout, and folk dancing. Tours of LBL visitor attractions will also be given.
Participants will stay in the
Youth Station's dormitory housing
and will have access to canoes and
a swimming area for enjoying adjacent Lake Barkley. The cost of
the week, which includes registration, meals, housing, linens, and
field trips,is 81130.
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Those who wish to arrive early
Sunday and attend the final days
of the annual LBL Arts and Crafts
Festival may check into their
rooms Sunday morning.
Interested persons may obtain
more information by contacting
the Elderhostel Coordinator, TVA,
Land Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY., 42231, or by calling
(502) 924-5602. Persons may also
write for a free Elderhostel
catalog, which details other
courses and campuses, by sending
their names and address on a
postcard on Elderhostel, Inc., 100
Boylston Street, Boston, Md.,
02116.
Land Between The Lakes is
federally funded.
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garrott's galley

Current market
is encouraging
With each passing day, there is less and less
doubt that Wall Street is embarked upon a historic
bull market; a surefire sign that better economic
times are ahead.
Last July, the value of all stocks listed on the New
York Stock Exchange stock at $993.55 billion. Six
months later, their value had grown to $1.349
trillion, a gain of nearly $400 billion.
Since January, the market has climbed steadily
to the point where the Dow Jones industrial average
now flirts daily with levels never achieved in
history. The bond market, which bled copiously for
most of the last decade, is also rebounding as inflation declines to 20-year lows and interest rates continue to fall.
Predictably, not all economicsts and market
analysts agree on the significance of the current
bull market. Optimists contend that the market has
entered a historic rally that will sustain itself
throughout.the 1980s. Pessimists see Wall Street as
still subject to wide swings depending on such
variables as world energy prices and the size of the
federal deficits.
For the moment, the important thing to
remember is that even the most determined doomsayers are heartened by the specter of a booming
stock market. It's worth remembering that stock
market rallies have preceded recovery in every
recession since the end of World War II.
And why not? Bull markets reflect rising investor
confidence, an indispensable ingredient in any
recovery. The current bull market is especially encouraging because it marks the return of individual
investors largely absent from Wall Street since the
mid-1960s.
Healthy stock and bond markets also signal that
interest rates are low enough to spur rather than
retard economic growth. That is doubly good news
for an economy that was mugged three years ago
by the highest interest rats since the Civil War.
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Stub Wilson touched and left an indelible mark on a lot of lives in Murray and Calloway County. He made
friends easily and readily wherever
he was. Those who knew him fondly
recall and treasure many memories
of him.
In this and Thursday's column are
some of them.
• • •
W.C. (Dub)Elkins, 1311 Wells
Blvd., was one of Wilson's business
associates. In fact, the two of them
had roles in the starting of Murray
Supply, the big hardware business on
East Main Street.
Dub was traveling for a wholesale
hardware firm out of Louisville,
Stratton-Terstegge, in the mid-1950s.
It is now known as S&I Industries. He
also was a partner with R.L. Ward in
the Ward-Elkins store in Murray.
He, Ward and Galen Thurman
bought the distressed store's stock
and immediately held a liquidation
sale in Metroplis. They sold half of
the stock in three days, but after
about a month of trying to rid
themselves of all the nuts and bolts
and odds and ends, brought the rest
of the stock to Murray,-sweetened it
up" with some new merchandise and
started Murray Supply. This was in
May of 1955.
Their building was the "old Ford
garage" on the corner of East Main
and 3rd Street. It later burned, but
not before the new business had moved to its present location.
Galen already had a furniture
business across the street - opened
34 years ago last Thursday - and he
felt this business was suffering
because of his additional interest in

4

Ten years ago
The Tappan Manufacturing Company unveiled its
new $500,000 water treatment facility this morning
to several civic and community leaders. It is
located east of Industrial Road. E.J. Haverstock is
general manager of the Murray division.
Deaths reported include Mrs. C.D. (Bessie)
Paschall, 77.
A feature story about Mrs. Virginia Pattirsson,
retired university professor now rediding at Fern
Terrace, is published today. She is now writing a
book at the age of 102, according to Mike Brandon's
feature story.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Elvin Ray Griffin, May 25, and a girl to Joe Pat and
Linda Witherspoon, June 4.
Harriett Jaeger of Jackson, Mo., won the championship of the George Hart Invitational Golf Tournameat at Murray Country Club, one stroke better
than runner-up Mary Bain of Sikeston, Mo.
Twenty years ago
Don Oliver of Murray College High School won
the statewide public speaking contest at the Kentucky convention of the Future Farmers of America
at Louisville.
Deaths reported include Elmus Trevathan,87.
John Rose of Murray High School was elected
treasurer of the Blue Grass Boys State at the
meeting held at Richmond.
Anna Story, Betty Crutcher and Carolyn Miles of
Murray College High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America received state degrees at
the Kentucky FHA meeting held at Bowling Green.
Betty Hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Dan
Hart, and Jerry Rose, son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Rose, all of Murray, will receive their Bachelor of
Science degrees in pharmacy at the University of
Temnessee Medical Units, Memphis, Tenn., on
June 9.
Thirty years ago
A.B. Austin is attending the meeting of the National Board of Education at Daytona Beach, Fla.
He was accompanied by his wife, Mrs. Lucille
Austin, and Mr. and Mrs. W.Z. Carter.
James Woods will represent the Western Kentucky Youth Council of Presbyterian Leadership
Training School for Synods of Kentucky U.S. and
U.S.A. at Centre College, Danville, June 15-21.
The Murray Training School Orchestra will begin
its six weeks'summer session under the direction of
Josiah Darnall on June 8.
Sunshine Colley, home demonstration agent of
Marshall County, conducted the sewing clinic for
project leaders of Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs on June 4 at Murray State College.
Mrs. Eugene Shipley was guest speaker at the
Mother-Daughter Banquet for Intermediate and
Junior G.A.'s of Cherry Corner Baptist Church on
May 29 at the church.
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(EDITOR'S NOTE - This is the
third offour columns Mr. Garrott has
written recalling the tragic death 20
years ago of one of Murray's most
popular young businessmen, H. W.
(Stub) Wilson.)
the hardware store.
So, they sold Wilson an interest in
it, provided he would run it. But he
didn't stay in it long either. He, in
turn, sold John Nanny an interest in
it, provided John would stay in the
store and run it.
The lure of some new lake
developments promised far more excitement for Wilson than running a
store. He wanted to get out and pursue more challenging ventures such
as they.
In 1963, Larry Hurt bought an interest in the store, and in 1979 bought
out Nanny.
• • •
It wasn't long after he left Murray
Supply that Wilson and Phil Mitchell
bought a piece of land on Lake
Whitney, south of Dallas, sub-divided
it and sold virtually all of their lots in
one year. This was in 1961.
In 1962, they bought more Texas
this time on a lake east of
Dafl• sub-divided it and sold all
their lots in it within a year.
The next year, he bought land on
Lake Lanier near Gainesville, Ga., to
sub-divide, and it was while working
with this tract that he crashed to his
death in his plane while en route from
Georgia to the Texas developments.
• • •
John Nanny, who operates a discount store northwest of town on 121,
probably was involved in more

business ventures with Wilson than
anyone in Murray. He figures they
were partners in at least six projects.
Their Center Ridge subdivision on
Kentucky Lake was the second one
developed down there. Mason
Thomas and James Futrell had the
first at Pine Bluff Shores.
In addition to their partnership in
Murray Supply, they also developed
three water systems for residents on
Kentucky Lake, had a go-cart track
on Industrial Road and developed a
sub-division in Texas.
"Stub was a shrewd businessman,
and he thought big," John recalls.
"He could figure faster in his head
than most people could on a
calculator. He was honest, but he
could just plain out-smart you.
"I have never known anyone with
more self-confidence than Stub
Wilson," he went on. "He thought he
could do just about anything, and he
could. He did everything in a big
way, and I am sure he was way
ahead of his time. I have no doubt
that, had he lived, he would have
been a multi-millionaire today.
"In my lifetime, I have never
known of anyone who has been gone
for 20 years about whom people still
talk regularly at one time or another.
Hardly a week goes by without his
name coming up."
• • •
Galen Thurman says he and Wilson
were "as close as any two men could
be," and he sadly recalled helping
recover his friend's broken body
from the Alabama plane crash whick
took his life.
Although Galen lived at Brandon's
Mill, which now is under Kentucky

Lake and where his father ran a
country store and grist mill, he went
to the Murray State Training School
with Wilson until World War H came
along. He then went into the Marines,
while Wilson joined the Air Force.
After the war, they were often
together socially.
"We had a cabin on the lake
together, and we had a lot of fun and
good times down there," Galen said.
"Stub was a great guy. Everybody
loved him. He was as full of life as he
was personality.
"He also was one of the most aggressive and competitive business
men I have ever known."
.• •
H. Glenn Doran, chief executive officer of Peoples Bank, was another of
Wilson's classmates at the MSU
Training School. He remembers him
as a very good business man with "a
lot of good development ideas."
At Wilson's funeral, Dr. H.C.
Chiles, at the time pastor of First
Baptist Church, said, "I shall always
cherish the fondest memories of
Stub. Reared in the home of a
minister, he was better acquainted
with ,he problems incident to the
ministry than the average person,
and for that reason, he was unusually
kind,,,to me, as his pastor, and did
nice, unexpected and deeply appreciated things for me."
Wilson served for several years as
an usher at First Baptist.
• • •
In Thursday's column, the final one
in this series, we'll share with you
some of the memories a few more of
his close friends and business
associates have of him.

capitol ideas
by tom raum

Expense account

letter to the editor

America The Beautiful Week observed
To The Editor,
As a member of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs and of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs, the Murray Woman's Club is
observing this week, June 5-11, as
America The Beautiful Week.
Our long years of existence as a
club have been marked by many
beautification projects; many of our
goals have included not only plantings, but clean-up, fix-up projeF,Ls to
make ours a more beautiful 'eomrninity.
Health drives, cultural activities,
civic improvements, in fact, all the
projects of our 10 working departments have been for the betterment
of life in Murray. We strive not only
for the physical beauty of our surroundings but for beauty in the lives
of people and for beauty of character.
America the beautiful represents
not only the "pilgrim feet" and the
"heroes proved," but beautiful ways
of life for all her citizens - beautiful
opportunities and privileges for all.
We ask that friends throughout the
area join our ctub members in the
celebration of America,The Beautiful
Week in appreciation and support of
American freedoms and responsibility.
Club members throughout the nation will' aL4o join the General
Federation of Clubs and the Kentucky Federation in celebrating next
week, June 12-18, as National Flag
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Week.
Both of these observances give us
pause to remember our heritage; to
honor those who have gone before us
in making America beautiful; to pay
our respects to those who have fought
for our freedom, and to pledge our

loyal support to do our share as
patriotic citizens in building, nurturing and improving the beauties of
American life as we know them.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
Murray Woman's Club
Corresponding Secretary

business mirror

by john cunniff

NEW YORK ( AP)- Though catchingly named, widely understood
and often referred to by presidential
candidates, the misery index has
never achieved status as an official
economic indicator.
It isn't likely to do so either, at
least in its present form, because it is
incomplete. To be sure, it measures a
considerable amount of misery, but it
falls short of measuring most of it.
There is, that is, a lot more to
misery measurements than the rates
of inflation and unemployment,
which the index combines. There are
taxes, for example, and interest
rates. Lamentably, the index fails to
include them.
In spite of this failing, its very
simplicity dictates- that it be used, a
dictate obsereed by candidate Jimmy Carter in defeating President
Ford, and by candidate Ronald
Regan in unseating President
Carter.
And now that it is falling again,
from a high of 20.1 in November 1980

- made up of 7.5 percent unemployment and a 12.6 percent rise in the
consumer price index - there are indications Reagan will use it again.
He will be cautious in doing so,
however, because the index is easily
dissected to show a double digit rate
of unemployment, offset by the
lowest inflation rates since the 1960s.
A year-over-year rise of 3.7 percent
in the inflation rates is impressive,
but a 10.1 percent jobless rate is not.
Neither is the level of the index impressive.
If you go back to the late 1950s and
early 1960s you can find single-digit
misery indexes. In 1962, for example,
when the index was only 6.6, made up
of 5.5 percent unemployment and a
1.1 percent rise in the consumer pric
index.
But all this tells only part of the
story, only part of the dramatic rise
in misery. If you a('d in taxes and interest retell, both of which have risen
sharply in recent years, you can feel
,how thick the misery is.

WASHINGTON ( AP)- Although it
costs more than $1 billion a year to
operate Congress, legislators like to
keep a little extra cash on hand to
pay for those unexpected purchases
that must be made from time to time.
From the latest expense and salary
listings, covering the six months
from Oct. 1, 1982 to March 31, 1983,
come these "contingency fund" expenses submitted by the office of the
Senate sergeant at arms:
• Six cords of firewood (for
fireplaces in senators' private offices), for $540 and 162 cases of
"Duraflame logs," $2,263.14.
• Four "Welcome to Washington"
maps,$80.75.
• Fifteen cases of "facial tissue,"
$248.85.
• Fifty cases of club soda,$340.
• One hundred pounds of diapers
(they make good dust cloths, and accidents among youthful visitors to
the public galleries do happen on oc,7
casion),$210.
• Fifty mop handles.
• Reimbursements "for damages
to automobile incurred in Senate
parking lot," $274.40.
• Twenty bags of "white sand,"
$102.20.
• Ten cases of of whisk brooms,
$178.80, and 15 cases of toy brooms,
$276.15.
"Toy brooms?"
"They're for picking up cigarette
butts," explained deputy seargentat-arms Larry Smith.
• • •
The same financial report shows
that 43 Senatk employes are being
paid more than their bosses, including the Senate's six "reporters of
debates," who take stenographic
notes of Senate proceedings - and
who earn $61,690.42 annually.
Senators are paid $60,662 a year,
compared to the $69,800 earned by
House members. The dual pay arrangement came about last
December when the Senate refused
to go along with a congressional pay
raise - but at the same time scuttled
a proposed cap on senators' outside
income.
Since the latest figures show that
senators last year averaged 826,130
in money from speeches, articles and
other honoraria - boosting their jobrelated income considerably above
the $60,662 base.
• • •
Do members of Congress do more
talking than legislating?
One might make such alase after
looking at a recent IIFeakdown
published in the Congressional
Record: As of the Memorial Day
recess, Congress had passed a total
of 33 laws this year - while filling
13,733 pages of the Record in the process.
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Anniversary reception to be Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Lovett will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday.
June 12. A reception will
be given in their honor at
their home in the Olive
Community of Marshall
County by their children.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the afternoon reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovett
were married June 10,
1933, at the Benton courthouse by Judge W.L.
Gibson.
Their attendants were
Mrs. Lovett's sister,
Nellie. and Joe Lovett.
Mrs. Lovett is the
daughter of the late Mr.'
and Mrs. James G.
Thompson.
Mr. Lovett is the son of
Mrs. Dolly Lovett of Dexter and of the late Oscar
Lee Lovett.
The couple has five
children — Lewis F.
Lovett of Paducah, Donnie Lovett and Margaret
Tubbs of Hardin,. and
Steve Lovett and
Marcella Heath of -Benton.
They have 10 grandchildren, three
stepgrandchildren, two
great-granddaughters
and two stepgreatgranddaughters.
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NEW OFFICERS — Betty Vinson, left, past president, and chairman of the Emblem Committee, installed
new officers, using a flower ceremony presentation, of the Murray Chapter of the Business and Professional
Women at Seven Seas Restaurant on May 19. Officers are, from left, Brenda Rowland, president, Anna
Bailey, vice president, Carrie Beale, recording secretary, Ola Mae Roberts, corresponding secretary, and
Bobbie Waters, treasurer. Not pictured are Doris Rowland, parliamentarian, and Kathy Hodge, publicity.
Rubye Pool gave the club collect and Marlene Slaughter led the emblem benediction. Annie Nance introduced
the speaker, Kathy Newton, who showed a film on "Physical Fitness."
Photo by Kathy Hodge

Ps HEALTH
Loss of taste, smell
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — store I suddenly smelled but many of the products skin. There are accompanyAbout 15 years ago I lost my gasoline from a car but it marketed seemed only to ing infections. If the beard is
take idvantage of us, includ- about an inch long, this
sense of smell and taste. At only lasted a minute.
times I can smell and taste I was hoping you would be -ing those advertised by some doesn't happen. The hair
for a few days or for just an able to tell me what you blacks with big names. The shaft is then softer because
hour. Then months pass think is wrong. I tried zinc military allows the growth of its length.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Lovett
of a beard to hide the discobut it didn't help.
before it happens again.
I went to a doctor and he DEAR READER — Your lored pock marks and scars You are right. Many of the
married 50 years this month
gave me prednisone pills to intermittent loss of taste left by slicing the hair when promoted products do not
take for a week. My smell and smell is a bit unusual, as it has curved back into the work. t note that the American Safety Razor Co., Staunand taste comes back, but is the story about the effects skin.
dwindles away when I stop of prednisone.
Do you have anything to ton, Va., has a "PFB" ShavThe cells that sense odors suggest for us?
ing System which is reported
taking the pills.
The first time he injected are high in the top of the DEAR READER — The by some to be helpful. Many
prednisone into my nose. nasal cavity. If you have an best solution of all is to grow other razors prom6ted for
The next morning I was able obstruction that blocks air a beard. The condition is PFB are not very effective.
flow to the area you may not called pseudofolliculitis barJanna Beth Hopkins,
The singer plans to at- to smell and taste. But he
The Calloway County
predni- perceive odors. I wonder if bae (PFB) and it is caused The chemical depilatories,
take
you
can't
said
Alice
daughter of Ben and
Magic Shave and Surgex,
High School Chamber
tend college and major in sone all the time. I haven't the prednisone relieved
Hopkins, will be a junior elementary education smelled or tasted anything nasal congestion and by the curled hair turning have been satisfactory for
Singers, directed by
at Calloway County High after completing high for a few months now. Last enabled odors to reach your inward and penetrating the some men.
Lavaughn R. Wells, have
1,
)
,
School this fall. She sings school.
been selected as one of 10
week while walking to the odor-detecting cells.
Why not review your
soprano with the
choirs to represent the
problem with a specialist in
Chamber Singers.
United States of America
ear, nose and throat probActive in the organizaat the 12th Annual InterIf yei,Viave a nasal
lems?
County
tions at Calloway
The Xi Alpha Delta on "Television — allergy or a mechanical
High, she is a member of
Beta Sigma Something For obstruction, he may be able
the Speech Team, Beta Chapter of
to improve things for you.
Ladies Everyone."
annual
its
Phi
had
Mrs. Minnie Thweatt life.
Club, Youth Advisory
Taste is a different matter
Thursday,
on
Out
Night
celebrated
her 99th birthMrs. Thweatt, the
Council, Future Business
Following the meal a but it is affected by being
Holiday Inn.
day
on
Sunday,
former
Minnie Lee Rose,
April
24,
dissmell.
I
have
able
to
Leaders of American and May 26, at
shower was given in
Laurie Rollins, new baby
cussed these problems in in the Fellowship Hall of was born April 24, 1884, in
Pep Club.
Cram.
Krista
honor
of
gave the
more detail in The Health the New Zion Baptist Marshall County. She
Miss Hopkins attends president,
reminded
welcome.
She
Others present were Letter 20-4, Taste and Smell, Church in Marshall Coun- was married to Isom
Temple Hill United
members of some Kathy Wrye, Debbie which I am sending you. Oth- ty.
Thweatt who died 44
Methodist Church. She the
national Youth and Music
happenings and Villaflor, Debbie Woods, ers who want this issue can
summer
A luncheon was given years ago. They became
enjoys singing, swimmFestival in Vienna,
of the convention in June. Patsy Carrico, Brenda send 75 cents with a long, in her honor with her sur- the parents of eight
Janna Beth Hopkins
ing and reading.
Austria, in July.
.
Joyce Nunnally Jones, Linda Lane, Don- stamped, self-addressed viving children present children. She has well
The Murray Ledger &
presented the awards for na Maynard, Chris Loftis, envelope for it to me,in care who included Mrs. Ruby over 100 descendants
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
Times is featuring an
the Program of the Year Sue Smith, Wanda Miles, 1551, Radio City Station, Treas of Kirksey, Arthur scattered all across the
autobiographical sketch
tp Debbie Pardue, Mar- Beth Adams, Kristi New York, NY 10019.
Thweatt of Benton, Alus United States.
Census at Murray- Baker, 1604 Catalina;
Debbie Washam and Mary Ann Anyone who has unex- Thweatt of Pasadena,
about each member of
and
Ryan
tha
Mrs. Vivian Kent and
The 99-year-old woman
the Chamber Singers to Calloway County
their program Barrow.
plained loss of taste or smell Texas, Mrs. Lillian Green
baby girl, Rt. 2, Benton; Miller for
Hospital
for
has
seen many changes
Wednesday,
allow readers to become
should have a complete and Mrs. Ernestine
Mrs. Kristi L. Washam
medical examination. The Staples of Benton, and take place in the world.
acquainted with the local June 1, was 145 adults and
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
cause may not be discovered Headley Thweatt of She recalls vividly the
representatives to Vien- seven in nursery.
Mayfield;
Nfiwborn
first automobile she
admissions
but in a significant number Westland, Mich.
na.
Jerry Chapman, Rt. 1,
were as follows:
every saw and report's it
Also assisting in the of cases, there's an imporMembers of the Poplar
Two children deceased
Baby boy Lackey, Dexter; Mrs. Debra Spring Baptist Church programs were Helen tant underlying medical
"scared her almost to
are Raymond Thweatt
parents, Terry and Passmore and baby boy, presented Programs for Nance, Lurene Mc- problem.
death." She has a wealth
Box
257,
Benton; residents of Fern Terrace Cuiston, Bobbie Cook, DEAR DR. LAMB — I am and Ison Edward of knowledge and a
Pamela. Rt. 1, Henry,
Clarence 0. Cunningham, Lodge and patients at Goldie Smith, Ruth a black.akale and have trou- Thweatt.
wisdom to share with
Tenn.;
Present also were
friends and family.
Baby girl Hudspeth, Rt. 5; Robert Paulus, Rt. Westview Nursing Home Banker, Salone Pittman, ble ridding myself of
many grandchildren,
parents, Loyd and Jen- 3, Paris, Tenn.; Willis and Long Term Care Unit Lora Smith, Mildred ingrowing hair after shaving.
I
understand
this
is
pregreat-grandchildren
and
"Mrs. Thweatt is better
Daniel, Rt. 6; Ornus of Murray-Calloway Riordon, Bobbie
nifer, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
dominantly a problem in great -great- known to all who love her
Oliver
Flora,
830
South
Dismissals were as
County Hospital on Tues- Paschall, Sue Campbell, black males.
grandchildren.
as 'Mammy' and so to
Fourth St.;
follows:
Shirley Werts and Fronie For years there have been
day, May 17.
After
the
luncheon
an
Mammy who has a kind
Mrs.
Ethel
Collins,
Ernest Bryant, Rt. 2,
Ruby Fannin and Hammon.
many so-called cures for this open house in her honor
heart, a loving spirit, a
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth West Kentucky Manor, Jackie Byerly gave the
was from 2to 4 p.m.
clear mind and a
Ann McClure, Rt. 4, Clinton; Mrs. Hazel devotions reading scrip"She was thrilled to see beautiful smile, we would
Cadiz; Miss Denise Bum- Alton, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. tures from Psalms 19 and
so many of her friends wish another year of happhis, 204 Pine St.; Mrs. Lillie Wilkinson, 837 Hurt 23.
and relatives," according piness and we just can't
Dr.;
Mrs.
Vera
Bowden,
The pianist was Louise
central center 753-3314 Evelyn Covahey, 713 Elm
to a family member. She wait for that 100th birthOmicron
Preceptor
She
was
presented
a
pastSt.; Mrs. Kathlen Coley, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Short. The closing
commented
that it was day next year," a relative
Sigma
of
Beta
Chapter
president's
charm
in
apBessie
Walker,
Rt.
5; #rayers were led by
Box 432, Paris, Tenn.;
one
of
the
best
days of her said.
meeting
Phi
held
its
last
preciation
of
her year of
Charles Wade,805 Walnut Mrs. Daffeny Kimbro Murial Wright and Jim
DAILY MATINEES
Thursday,
the
year
on
of
dedication
by
ha
Brown,
(expired)
Rt.
7.
St., Fulton;
Hammon.
Cheri Only
May 26.
newly elected president.
Mrs. Frances Farmer,
birthday
on
honored
May
Dalton
The meeting was the
Other members preAll Seats'2"
Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Sarah
anniversorority's
first
sent
were Barbara
was
Dalton
May
Miss
Duke, Rt. 2, Hazel; Cecil
ing Baptist Church.
EXCEPT "JEDI"
WASHINGTON(AP)— designated as a so-called
honored at a surprise parFriends and neighbors sary celebration with Chilcutt, Linda Darnell,
See Ad For Times
The
Food and Drug Ad- orphan drug because it
ty in celebration of her celebrating with her were members having dinner Rowena Emerson, BrenAR.WARS
ministration
is approving will benefit a small
Seas
Seven
at
da
Estes,
Vicky Holton,
75th birthday on Monday, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Evans,
Debbie Lyons, Lois Ruiz, a drug intended to pre- population group. There
30.
Mrs. Ethle Rogers, Dr. Restaurant.
RETURN OF THE May
were
Members
Joyce Thomas, Barbara vent the buildup of am- are fewer than 50,000
She is a life-long resi- and Mrs. Tom Hejkal and
monia in urine and paraplegics in the United
I:30,3:55,7.00-,9 3$
dent of this area and is a their children, Anna, welcomed by out-going Williams and Glenda
minimize kidney damage States and they are the
Graves,
president, Mary
Wilson.
member of Sinking Spr- John and Monica Ann.
and
infection among target group for the drug.
WARS.... OF THE
The FDA granted its apparaplegics.
The drug Lithostat is proval for use of the drug.

Calloway Chamber singer featured

Mrs. Minnie Thweatt
feted on 99th birthday

Xi Alpha Delta meets

Dismissals released

Group gives programs

Sorority holds dinner

Special drug approved
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DEAR ABBY: "Been Through the Ringer" complains
because concerned friends telephone constantly to inquire
about the condition of a seriously ill family member. Because I have also been through the ringer, I offer this
solution:
Rent, borrow or buy a telephone answering machine.
Record your message on the tape. It should be brief.
Example: "r
condition is unchanged, and we are
still greatly concerned. No visitors at this time. When we
hear from the doctor, we will update this message. Please
leave your name and phone number so we will know that
you cared enough to call. We'll get back to you,as soon as
possible. Thank you for understanding why we are not
taking personal calls at this time." "
Abby, you'll probably get a thousand letters with this
same suggestion, but by publishing just one, you could
lighten the burden of thousands of exhausted people.
SMARTER NOW

By Abigail Van Buren

The 'Write' Word Prompts
Servicemen's Letters Home
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COOK-OFF — The Purchase Area 4-H Cook-Off Egg Demonstration Contest
and Bread Bake-off was held recently in Home Economics Department of Murray State University. The contest is a part of the State Homemakers 4-H Comrnittee Program of Work. Seven 4-Hers from Graves, Fulton and Calloway participated in the Bread Bake-off and four 4-Hers gave egg demonstrations. Pictured in top photo are egg demonstration winners,from left, Amy Rushing, McCracken, first place, Julie Long, Mary Ann Todd, Calloway, second place,
Bridget Burnette. Pictured in bottom photo are bread bake-off winners, from
left, Kelvin Freeman and Angela Grissom, Fulton, Bridget Homra, Graves, and
Cindy Everett, Fulton. Not pictured are Robert Orr, Calloway, and Dianna
Luther, Fulton, according to Judy Stahler of the Calloway Homemakers Council.
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Mrs. Feltner feted at events
Mrs. Timothy Feltner,
the former Karen Brandon, was honored with
several events prior to
her wedding on Saturday,
June 4, at the University
Church of Christ.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Max
Brandon and Mr. and
Mrs. James Feltner.
Mrs. Donald E. Jones'
home was the scene of a
coffee. Her co-hostesses
were Mrs. J.D. Rayburn,
Nrrs. Otis'Erwin, Ms.Sal
Matarazzo, Mrs. Eli
Alexander, Mrs. Chester
Thomas, Mrs. James
Frank and Mrs. Richard
Orr.
A household shower
was held at the home of
Mrs. Michael Minnehan
of Woodlawn, Tenn. Mrs.
Troyce Hogan, was cohostess.

Miss Cindy Byers and
Miss Cindy Scott were
hostesses for a couples
party held at the University Christian Student
Center.
Mrs. Hamp Brooks and
Mrs. Sherrill Gargus
were hostesses for a
shower held at the
Brooks' home.
A tea-shower was held
in the Fellowship Hall of
the University Church of
Christ. klpstesses were
Mesdames Dorothy
Grogan, Rachel Hendon,
Verona Grogan, Shirley
Martin, Wanda Erwin,
Greta Gargus, Delores
Lawson, Pansy Ford and
Laura Nell Cochran.
Mrs. R.C. McGuire,
Jr., opened her home at
Paducah for a rice bag
party. Co-hostesses were
Mrs. Talmadge Jones

and Miss Angie Jones.
A Coke party was held
at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank. Hostesses
were Miss Shari Crafton,
Miss Stacey Fulton, Mrs.
James Light, Mrs. Arvin
Crafton, Mrs. Henry
Fulton and Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer.
Mrs. Vernon Nance,
Ms. Brenda Green, Mrs.
Art Bailey, Mrs. Clyde
Roberts and Mrs. Scott
McNabb were hostesses
for a shower held at the
home of Mrs. Nance.
The bridesmaids luncheon was held at Dakota
Feed and Grain.
Hostesses were Mrs. G.C.
Ashcraft, grandmother of
the bride, and Mrs.
Russell Phelps of Covington, Tenn.

DEAR ABBY:"Empty Mailbox in Yorba Linda" enlisted
your help to get sons and daughters who are far from
home in the military service to write home. All the parents
wanted was an occasional note assuring them that their
children were alive and well.
Your "To Whom It May Concern" message, addressed
to those in the military, was fine, but I submit some
additional advice:
Parents not receiving mail from their sons or daughters
in the military may write to the command chaplain or
commanding officer at the military member's address. The
chaplain will "unofficially" counsel the serviceman or
woman regarding family responsibilities and encourage
him her to write the parents. The commanding officer will
"officially" counsel the member and "strongly" encourage
family correspondence.
Writing these officers will not result in any trouble for
the service member, unless he or she persistently refuses
to follow the counsel given.
A CHAPLAIN IN OKINAWA
DEAR CHAPLAIN: I cannot imagine a more effective way to "encourage" our men and women in
the military to write home. One "official" counseling
session with the commanding officer should be sufficient.
Now let's hear it from a chaplain in Korea:
DEAR ABBY: I sympathize with "Empty Mailbox in
Yorba Linda," but what's wrong with the parents? Abby,
soldiers have told me that their parents didn't even send
them a Christmas card, but their pen pals came through!
Tell Mom and Dad that their child away from home
needs their letters even though the young men and women
in the service don't write home much. Being away from
home is a new experience for most of them. Their days are
often boring and monotonous; there isn't much to write
about because they've said it all in the previous letter.
I've had many soldiers tell me they hate to write home
because they're trying hard to act grown up, and they
don't want to depress their parents by telling 'them they
feel homesick and blue, so they just don't write at all.
So, have a heart, you folks at home, and write anyway.
HUBERT WADE JR., CHAPLAIN, KOREA

DEAR GETTING OLD: An increasing number of
people are experiencing the same kind of heartache.
The fact that your mother is confused most of the
time indicates that she needs around-the-clock care
and attention, and unless you can provide this in
your own home, she is much better off in a private
nursing facility. IBe glad you can afford it.)
In her more lucid moments, take her in your arms,
tell her you love her, and explain honestly that she
is where she is because of your concern for her
safety.
I know it must be painful to send your mother
who has nursed yoit, fed you and sacrificed for you
to "live with strangers," but believe me, in your
case, it is the most sensible sallition for all concerned, so don't feel guilty. ,

Heart attack victims may be helped with new medicine
BOSTON (AP) — Heart
attack victims who
receive a dose of clotdissolving medicine during their seizures have a
"clear-cut and signficant" advantage over
those who get ordinary
care, a doctor reports today.
The medicine, called
streptokinase, breaks up
the clot that causes the
heart attack and reduces
the amount of damage to
the heart.
One of two studies that
compare this therapy
with standard treatment
found that it -appears to
have a beneficial effect
on the early course" of a
heart attack.
But the research indicates that the medicine
must be given within four
hours of the first pains of
heart attack. Even a
delay of two hours beyond
that point renders the
treatment useless.
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WINS IN CLASS — Ron Talent and his Registered Arabian stallion, Heat Wave
Tu, won an award in Blue Grass Competitive Endurance Ride at Fort Knox.

Heart attack is the biggest killer in the United
States, where it claims
550,000 lives a year.
During most heart attacks, a blood clot forms
in one of the arteries that
feed the heart. This
blockage cuts off the
heart's blood supply, and
part of the heart muscle
dies. By dissolving the
clot, doctors believe they
can limit the damage.
"We still did not prevent infarction," or tissue
death, said Dr. Jeffrey L.
Anderson, "but we feel
that we limited the effects of it favorably."
The medicine is injected directly into the
clot with a catheter, a
slender tube that is pushed through an artery into
the heart.
The study, directed by
Anderson, was published
in the New England Journal of Medicine, along
with another experiment

by Dr. Fareed Khaja and
other doctors from Henry
Ford Hospital in Detroit.
In the Salt Lake City
study, the doctors gave
streptokinase to 24 heart
attack victims within
four hours of their chest
pains. Twenty-six others
got ordinary treatment.
Blood flow resumed in
the heart muscle of 19 of
the 24 who got streptokinase. During their
recovery, these patients
needed less pain
medicine than the other
heart attack victims, and
tests found that their
hearts were working better.
Anderson said the
research shows that the
treatment is safe as well
as effective.
In the Detroit study, 20
patients got streptokinase, while 20 others
went through the catheter

50'& 75C
WASHERS

DRY CLEANING

/1 2 Price

hours after the heart attacks began, and the
streptokinase people did
no better than the comparison group.

Purchase Doll Club
hears Maybelle Jones
The Jackson Purchase
Doll Club had its May
meeting at Bonanza
Restaurant, Mayfield,
with Mrs. Jamie Potts of
Murray presiding.
Mrs. Maybelle Jones of
Murray reported on the
area doll show held
recently at Owensboro.
She commented on the
fourth anniversary observance of the Jackson Purchase Doll Club. It was
announced that a new doll
club had been organized
at Paris Landing, Tenn.

Also attending were
Mrs. Willie D. Potts, Mrs.
Clifton Divine, Mrs.
James Majors, Mrs. Clifton Shelton, Mrs. Stanford Sisson, Mrs. Jan
Ross, Mrs. Grace James,
Mrs. Mildred Stalls, Mrs.
Armon Babb, Mrs.
Gracie Erwin, Mrs. Glenda Wilson, Mrs. Wayne
Griffith, Mrs. Rufie
Earp, Mrs. Linda Cooper
and Mrs. Kathrine Ray,
members.
Visitors were Miss
Kimberly Stall and Mrs.
Polly Washer.
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procedure but received
useless sugar solution instead.
Their treatment was
not started until about 5'2

-

Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
do. Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call
me.

Ron Talent and stallion win class
Ron Talent and his
Talent and his wife, Registered Arabians and
Registered Arabian Connie, raise and show live in the Almo area.
stallion, Heat Wave Tu,
won the Novice Class of
the Blue Grass Competitive Endurance Ride
on Sunday, May 29.
This 30-mile endurance
ride, with approximately
50 entries, took place on
trails inside the Fort
Knox Military Base.
Talent was awarded a
ride completion ribbon,
first place novice ribbon
and a silver cup.
The competition was
judged on the horse and
(Thru June 18)
rider's ability to cover 30
miles in 5/
1
2 hours over all
types of trail conditions.
Heat Wave scored 96
out of 100 points on his
phySical - condition -after
being ridden 30 miles.
The Arabian horse is
known for his beauty, but
has great endurance due
to his being selectively
Bel-Air Center
bted for life in the Ara8-10
Mon.-Fri.
8-6 Sat. 759-1613
bian desert.

•••

DEAR ABBY: How does one answer the senile elderly
nursing home patient who asks, "Why am 1 here?"
My mother, who is in her late s0s, has been in a small,
comfortable nursing facility for almost five years. She is
in fairly good physical health, but her mind has been
failing for 10 to 15 years.
There are days when she doesn't know me. and nights
when she gets up at 2 a.m, to prowl the nursing home
searching for her husband who has been dead for five
years, but in her more-lucid moments, she asks. "Why am
I living here with strangers?"
She says she is a "prisoner" and wants to live where
she has more freedom. But in order for her to be "free," a
still-productive member of the family with other responsibilities would then become the prisoner.
How can I answer my mother? This is the heartbreak of
my life
GETTING 01.1) MYSELF

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

Lap-

DEAR SMARTER: Thanks for a helpful suggestion.
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Coming community events listed
Tuesday,June 7
Thursday,June 9
Between the Lakes.
Mothers Day Out will
Churchwide mission be at 8:30 a.m. at Good
•
study by Hazel United Shepherd United
Methodist Church Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS I take off Women will be at 7:30
pounds sensibly 1 Club p.m. at the church.
Senior citizens acwill meet at 7 p.m. at
tivities will be from 10
Health Center.
Wednesday,June 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Goshen United and Douglas Centers and
Alcoholics Anonymous Methodist Church from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
will meet at 8 p.m. in Women will meet at 7 Ellis Center.
western portion of p.m. at the church.
Livestock and Exposition
Junior Golf will be at 9
Home Department of
Center.
Murray Woman's Club a.m. at Murray Country
Murray Assembly No. will have a planning Club.
NIA
1
""
—4.217)
•
19 Order of the Rainbow meeting at the home of
AT DINNER — Some of the 85 persons attending the Hazel Alumni Association for Girls will meet at 7 Anna Stahler at 10:30
a.m.
p.m. at lodge hall.
banquet fill their plates for the dinner served by the Hazel Woman's Club.
Tuesday,June 7
BYW of Northside Bar*
tist Church will meet at
home of Janice Graham.

4

Thursday,June 9

Thursday,June 9

Couples Tennis will be Club.
at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
Murray Women of the information call 759-1087
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. or 753-6089, anytime, 753at lodge hall.
4126, evenings, and 7622963, days.
Senior Citizens
Greenhouse will be open
West Kentucky
from 1 to 3 p.m.
Amateur Astronomers
Informal dinner to will meet at 8 p.m. in
honor Drs. Marshall and Golden Pond Visitor
Annette Gordon will be at Center, Land Between
6 p.m. at Murray Country the Lakes.

Murray High honor roll released

Cherry speaker at Hazel banquet

Churchwide mission
Murray Optimist Club
+Deidre Daugherty,
The honor roll for the Charles Howard Cella,
study
by Hazel United
is scheduled to meet at
George
David
fourth
quarter
at
Murray
Michael
Dill, Huong Dinh,
Friebel,
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Methodist Church
Women will be at 7:30 High School has been Matthew Harrington, Heather Doyle, Brian
County by Kirby Jenn- Restaurant.
released by Bill Wells, Luann Loberger, John R. Duncan, Lee Ellen Estes,
p.m. at the church.
ings, author with his wife,
Michele Garland, Jon
principal, and Mark McFeron,
Dorothy, of the book.
Group II of Christian
Lisa Carol Mikulcik, Mark Hall, +Luke HarrSenior citizens ac- Brady, assistant prinMarlene Beach, Women's Fellowship of
Amy Jo Ross, Lee Ann ington, Elizabeth Hegel,
secretary, introduced the First Christian Church tivities will be from 10 cipal, as follows:
Rushing, Alison Sears, Jill James,Patrick Kelly,
Seniors
speaker and the guests. will not meet but will go a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Lynn Koenecke, +
+James Dale Arm- Robert Stout, +Jeremy
Other officers for 1983 by bus to Nashville, Tenn. and Douglas Center. Free
blood pressure checks strong, Claire Louise Lee White, Anastasia Jennifer Kratzer, Mitzi
were Bill Edd Hendon,
Bell, +Jon Mark Bill- Willett and Lisa Christi McDougal, Shannon
president; Geraldine
Registration for sum- will be given at Hazel.
ington, +William Boss- Williams.
Parker, Denise RanMyers, vice president; mer term at Murray
dolph, +Joey Rexroat,
ing, +Michael Childress,
Sophomores
Homemakers
Clubs
Ella Tidwell, treasurer.
will
University
State
Deborah Roos, Lisa
Missy
Kay
Rebekah
Conner,
Brock,
+
will
meet
as
follows:
PotElected as officers for start today.
tertown at 10 a.m. at Col- Valerie Curry, Denise Ramona Burnley', Kelly Shoemaker, Natascha
the coming year were
onial House Eversmeyer, Donna Kay Chilcutt, Donita Cotham, Tubbs, Chrissy Wolf and
Adolphus Denham, presiRehearsals for Murray
dent; William Adams, State University Summer Smorgasbord; New Con- Farley, +Ray Ferguson,' Melissa George, Kimber- Brad Wyant.
ly Greer, Ann Riley Har+Denotes students
vice president; Charlene Community Band will cord at Murray-Calloway +Teresa Ford,
+Gary Galloway, court, Vonnie Sue Hays, making all A's.
Norsworthy, secretary; start at 7 p.m. in Room County Park at 11 a.m.;
Monica Greene, Amanda Lisa Gay Howard,
Ella Tidwell, treasurer.
216, Doyle Fine Arts South Pleasant Grove at Hammack,Steve
Henley, Kathryn Y. Jones, Robert
Golden
Corral
Charlie Arnett gave the Center.
Joy Lynn Hina, Rebecca P. Lyons,
Restaurant at 11:30 a.m.
invocation. Jenna Carter
Roane Houston, William Sherry Meadows,
played the piano while
American Red Cross
Jackson,
+Melanie Kel- Suzanne Meeks, Alicia
the dinner was being National Aquatic School
Ladies day events at
BOBBY WOLFF
served by members of the will start at Brandon Spr- the Oaks Country Club ly, Michele Kupchella, Nunnally, +Lillian
Hazel Woman's Club.
ing Group Camp, Land will be at 9:30 a.m. with Laurie Lovett, Susan K. Olazabal, Shawn Parker,
Carita Lamb as golf McCarty, +Bradley +Amy Roos, Todd Ross, "No man is lonely while
Stephanie Tomer, Leila eating spaghetti— —it takes
hostess and Maxa Read McNutt,
Umar, Michael Wilkins so much attention." —
+Todd
Nunnally,
as bridge hostess.
Christopher Morley.
Kimberly Oles, +John and Russell Wright, Jr.
whom are now deceased except Claude Steele and
Nix
Purdom,
Susan
Freshmen
Mrs. Otis L.( Lonie ) Eldridge. Last year at the first
Ladies day events at
reunion of the family over 150 descendants attend- Murray Country Club will Rogers, +Melanie Roos, Angel Adams, +Leslie
ed. Family members this year are expected to be golf and bridge at 9:30 Michael Toth, Bart Adams, Amy Asbridge,
South's trump suit was so
come from all parts of the country.
a.m. and luncheon at Washer, +James Allen Tammy Barlow, Jason strong that he
didn't think it
West,
Billington,
Samantha
Ann
+Phillip
Billnoon.
Wilder, Lisa Gay Wilson ington, +Jackie Boltz, needed much attention. He
Leslie Borge, Kelley was wrong. Strong as it was,
and David Keith York.
The Kentucky Lake Stamp Club will meet ThursMurray Bass Club is
Cathey, +Laura Cella, + it could not survive comJuniors
day, June 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the Public Library at scheduled to mee at 7:30
Emily Rose Apperson, Shannon Christopher, plete neglect.
Paris, Tenn. All stamp collectors from the surroun- p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
South ruffed the first
Steven Lee Beyer, + Tina Cooper,
heart and led a club to dumding area are urged to attend, according to D.R.
Story hour for Parents
my to try the trump finesse.
Frazier, secretary.
and Twos will be at 9:30
West won and led another
a.m.; for preschool
heart, forcing South to ruff
children at 10:30 a.m. and
again. South played one
The Murray Tennis Association will have a men school age children at 2
more trump and suddenly
and women's scrambles tournament the weekend of p.m:- at Calloway Public
WASHINGTON(AP) — Scale for Children — a 13 realized that he had only
June 11 and 12 at the Murray High School Tennis Library.
Two Georgetown Univer- percent drop — as stress nine black suit winners; a
Courts. All interested persons are invited with all
sity researchers say that levels increase from no tenth would come only from
Youth- Group of First children under stress, problems to more than 15
proceeds to go to help pay for the tennis clinic held
diamonds. The diamond
each summer for children of Murray and Calloway Presbyterian Church will suCh as a death or divorce problems.
queen went to East's king
County. A $5 donation for the tournament is re- meet at 6:30 p.m. at in the family, exhibit a The problems included and the ace of hearts
church.
quested per person.
sharp drop in their IQ stress caused by physical punched South's trumps one
Persons may call Cheryl Whitaker at 753-0783,
scores,
and mental impairments, more time. This left South
Session meeting wll be
Jim Hall 753-7234, or sing up at Dennison-Hunt SporThe researchers, Ber- as well as by trouble or with only one trump and he
ting Goods. Trophies will be presented and at 7:30 p.m. at First nard Brown and Lilian death in the home. The could not establish a diarefreshments will be served. Anyone interested in Presbyterian Church.
Rosenbaum, concluded study was based on a mond winner while also
drawing East's last trump.
becoming a member of the Murray Tennis Associafrom a study of 7-year-old study of 4,154 children.
Thursday,June 9
tion and supporing youth tennis in Murray can do so
children that "stress in- "We found that the Down one on a game that
West Fork Baptist fluences IQ test per- scores for children with should have been made.
by mailing a donation of $15 for your family to
Cheryl Whitaker, 1700 Audubon, Murray,Ky. 42071. Church WMS will meet at formance in both the im- poor vision declined more It was reasonable for
1:30 p.m. at church with mediate testing
South to, try the trump
situation than 60 percent under
Violet Johnson as and developmentally, high stress on the block finesse but it was wrong for
him to cash a second trump.
hostess.
Along with genetics, en- design and information
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah
After being forced to ruff
v
ir
onm
tests
—
a
en t and exlevel so low that
hospitals were Diane Beale from Lourdes and
Welcome Wagon Club perience, it shapes the they could not be ex- the second round of hearts.
Willie Dunn from Western Baptist Hospital.
will have a family growth of intelligence." pected to succeed in South should lead a diamond
to East's king. The heart ace
cookout at shelter by old
They reported their fin- school," the researchers forces South to ruff again
courthouse in Murray(he now has two trumps)and
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lackey, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn., Calloway County Park at dings in a paper prepared reported.
Brown is a research a second diamond lead
are the parents of a son, Jake Owen, weighing seven 6 p.m. For information for presentation to the
American Association for consultant at knocks out East's ace.
pounds 15 ounces, born Wednesday, June 1, at the call 753-3276.
the Advancement of Georgetown's Medical Dummy's trump eight
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
Science at its annual Center and Ms. Rosen- remains in dummy to guard
the former Pamela Owen. Grandparents are Mr.
Kentucky Lake Stamp
baum is director of the against another heart lead
and Mrs. Robert Lee Owen of Paris, Tenn., and Club will meet at 7:30 meeting in Detroit.
They found that scores biofeedback program in by East and now South has
Mrs. Evelyn Lackey of Como,Tenn.
p.m. in Public Library at declined from 105 to 91 on the university's time to draw the trumps
Paris, Tenn.
the Wechsler Intelligence psychiatry department. and score his elusive dia-

About 85 persons attended the 1983 Hazel
Alumni Banquet at the
Hazel Community
Center.
Edmond B. Cherry, Jr.,
of Columbia, Tenn., was
the featured speaker. His
subject was "The Senior
Citizen in Today's Society."
The speaker said
"senior citizens may
have left the mainstream
of lie but they are in demand. They are needed
and to be needed is the
secret of happiness. They
are at this stage in life in
a pqsition to be happy,
perhaps even more happy
than the days of their
youth."
Cherry. a student of

Edmond B. Cherry
Hazel High School during
the 1930s, is a veteran of
World War II and the
Korean Conflict. He was
presented a gift of The
History of Calloway

a

ACESH

DATEBOOK
Whayne will speak
Dr. Harry Whayne will be featured speaker at the
churchwide mission study on Wednesday, June 8, at
7:30 p.m. at the Hazel United Methodist Church. He
will speak about "Taiwan and Indonesia.- At the
opening session tonight Ann Herron will lead the
study on the theme of The Pacific I§lands" to
which the public is invited to attend.

Stamp club will meet

Tennis play scheduled
Group A of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play Thursday and Friday. June 9 and 10,
at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
Lineups are as follows: Thursday — Court One —
Sue Overbey, Andrea Hogancamp, Nancy Whitmer
and_ Shirley Homra, Court Two — Joni Billington,
Donna Keller, Jeanetta Williams and Georgianna
Moffitt, Court Three — Patsy Oakley, Brenda Marquardt, Shelia Farmer and Sharon Wells, and Court
Four — Peggy Billington, Patsy Miller, Wilda Purdom and Penny Cappock: Friday — Court One —
Judy Carroll, Vickie Miller, Jeanetta Williams and
Brenda Marquardt. Court Two — Peggy Billington,
Emmy Edwards,Sharron Brown and Janie Ryan.

Support meeting planned

1
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Researchers soy children
under stress may drop /Q

Tournament scheduled

Breastfeeding Information and Support Group
will meet Thursday, June 9, at 7 p.m. at 105 South
12th St., Apt. D-5, Embassy Apartments. The topic
of discussion will be "Weaning and Nutrition" and
it replaces the La Leche League meeting for this
month. Regular La Leche League meetings will
resume in August.
For meeting information contact Laura Lee, 7539463. For help with breastfeeding concerns contact
Janet Peugeot, 1-362-4881, or Sue Lepisto, 1-362-4584,
both of Marshall County.
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Joke Owen Lackey born

Steele reunion July 3
The descendants of Polk and Tennie Elkins Steele
will have a reunion and potluclkmkal on Sunday,July 3, at noon at the large paviln in\Old Murray City
Park on Payne Street This .argejQrerfamu3r
came to Kentuckyi/ in 'the eat,ly 1800s from -Tennessee and settled in theast part of Calloway
County- near the Tennessee \Hiller in the Knight
Cotnmunity.
There were 14 children born to this union, all of

Jamie Marie Childress born

Mr. and Mrs. James Robert Childress, Rt. 1, Dexter, are the parents of a daughter, Jamie Marie,
born Tuesday, May 24, at the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
•••
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New type forecast scheduled

Breastfeeding Information and Support Group
WASHINGTON(AP)—
will meet at 7 p.m. at 105
South 12th St., Apt. D-5, The National Weather
Embassy Apartments. Service says that on Aug.
For information call 7531 it will begin making
9463.
public a new type of hurricane
forecast stating
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will the likelihood the
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge massive storms will pass
hall.
within 65 miles of par-
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ticular locations.
The forecasts, stated in
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terms of percentages, WEST
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Buy Diamonds by Weight...
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Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
East. The bidding:
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ELECTRIC SHAVER
REPAIR CLINIC

AT TOW'S PRK ES II'S
TO
(HEADER 'TO REPAR rIE THAN
REPLACE 1•4E
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like the professionals N!

Trained Technicians To Repair, Clean & Sharpen
or Recondition Your NORELCO, REMINGTON.
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ANSWER: Two spades.
Ragged trump support but
more descriptive than
rebidding hearts or one no
trump.
---
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bridge questions to The Aces.
P.O Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75235,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
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Murray, Ky.
Wednesday
June 8

KNIFE & SCISSORS
f SHARPENING
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mond winner. The defenders
get only two diamonds and a
trump and South has game
and rubber.
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A look at the executive suite

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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Stereotypes of boss's office hold true
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Anyone can pick out
which office belongs to
• the boss. It's the largest
one in the building, occupies a corner location
and has the best view.
Furthermore, it's likely
to be equipped with extras — such as a wet bar,
a private bath and a
home-like atmosphere in
which 18th-century antique or reproduction furniture is the rule.
Movies, novels and
television programs over
the years have set the
scene — even for those of
us who have never set
foot inside a corporate
headquarters.
But how accurate is the
image? Do bosses really
inhabit a world of perfection at the office? The
American Society of Interior Designers recently
set out to answer the
question by conducting a

survey among chief executives of the 500 largest
American corporations.
The 143 answers they
received — or 29 percent
— indicated that by and
large the stereotypes hold
true. Wideangled views,
spaciousness and extra
amenities are the rule.
However, fewer than
might be thought occupy
the largest office in the
company (61 percent)
and only 59 percent are on
the top floor. Many chief
executives also seem to
be moving away from
traditional furnishings
since about a third indicated preference for
modern decor.
The survey also found
that quite a few personalize their offices,
distinguishing them from
others with original artwork (67 percent), oriental rugs or custom
carpeting (51 percent),
custom-built furniture (36

H

here's the answer

ting clogged is to pour
coffee grounds down it
every once in a while.
Since I use instant coffee
and ordinarily do not
have grounds, I do not
want to buy regular coffee just to get them. But I
will do so if I am postive
A FEATURE OF THIS HOUSE IS a south-oriented
they will keep the drain
solarium to capture the sun's heat during the day. More
from getting clogged.
warmth is provided by the glass walls in the great room and
What's your opinion?
master bedroom. The heat is stored in the ceramic-finished
A. — The story about
and thermal stone wall and radiated back after sundown.
coffee grounds has been
around for many years,
Plan HA1204K has 1,196 square feet. For more information
but every reliable
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
authority on plumbing
architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown,
says they are of no help
N.Y. 11507.
and, in fact, can cause
clogging under certain
conditions. Flushing out
Q. — My mother tells the drain periodically
follow the directions to peeling takes place. No me the best way to keep with scalding water is of
By ANDY LANG
the letter. When you have paint is any better than the sink drain from get- definite aid in preventing
AP Newsfeatures
to paint an area that has the surface underneath it.
When you first move inThe three most com- this problem, it first must
WASHINGTON(AP) — count for the dramatic
mon paint failures are be scraped. You then to a house which has
alligatoring, blistering must feather or blend in wooden shakes or Installation of insulation decline in residential
the rough edges with shingles on the outside and more efficient ap- energy use, according to
and peeling.
sandpaper,
brush off the walls, continue to paint it pliances has helped the the report released SaturWhy these failures?
Generally, because of dust or grit, then prime if it already has paint on nation's homeowners cut day by the Cambridge
it or continue to stain it if residential energy con- Energy Research
poor surface preparation, and paint.
Peeling and its compa- it already has stain on it. sumption by 20 percent in Associates. In 1970, the
especially, on the outside
of a house. An amazing 80 nion, flaking, also can be It's a difficult, messy job the 'last decade, ac- thermostat was set at 70
degrees in 85 percent of
percent of all coating caused by moisture, says trying to get paint off cording to a report.
the nation's homes, but
failures on wood are at- O'Connor. However, it shakes and shingles, so
by 1981 that figure had
will
occur
if
one
of
you
paint
the
them
only
Turning
if
are
back
the
thertributed to improper prebottom layers is too certain you never want to mostat also helped ac- dropped to 45 percent.
painting procedures.
Alligatoring is exactly glossy or dirty or, again, go back to stain.
During the preparation
what it sounds like. The if the topcoat is not comsurface of the paint patible with the pruner or of the wooden surface of a
'Solid Wood
resembles the skin of an whatever the undercoat house prior to painting,
Cabinets
alligator and, if you knew is. The paint surface use the opportunity to inmust
be
examined
spect
the
places
which
Panel
•Raised
how the skin of an
CUSTOM
Doors
alligator felt, it would feel carefully and all paint have been caulked, such
•Cabinet Tops
that way too. Checking, removed that isn't bond- as at butt joints, around
KITCHEN
•Guncases
by the way, is merely a ed properly. Peeling doors and windows, and
CABINETS
'Bookcases
milder form of alligator- usually precedes flaking, at utility inlets and exing. In checking, the although sometimes the haust pipes. Where
•Furniture
1212 Main
'Custom
Built
cracks and wrinkles in two conditions will occur recaulking is necessary,
Murray, KY
the paint surface are not simultaneously on the do it then. Also, steel wool
Furniture
753-5940
same wall. When the where there is loose rust,
as wide nor as deep.
•Refinishi
scraping
or
other
dull
all
glossy
spots
and
Alligatoring or .checking is usually caused by remedial procedure is remove mildew.
too many layers of paint, completed, feathering
(Choosing paint, using
but there are two other with sandpaper is
causes. One is applying a necessary, followed by brushes and rollers,
second or third coat of use of the appropriate selecting colors, and
various other subjects
paint over a previous one primers and topcoats.
One of the big mistakes related to painting your
that has not dried sufficiently. The other is using made in painting the out- house are included in Ana primer and a topcoat side of a house is to Skull') dy Lang's booklet,"Painthat are not compatible. on the preparation and at- ting Your House Inside
This can be avoided by tempt to cover defects and Out," which is
buying and using those with paint. No matter available by sending 50
made by the same how good the paint and no cents and a long,
manufacturer. If this is matter how much time stamped, self-addressed
not possible, carefully and energy you save, you envelope to Know-How,
Here's a new homeowners policy that
read the labels of both will pay for it later when P. 0. Box 477, Hunreplacement or repairs for your
guarantees
containers at the time of alligatoring, blistering or tington, NY 11743.)
home and personal property at full current
purchase and, if still in
cost. No deductions. No depreciation.
doubt,ask the dealer.
Its the HOME DEFENDER Homeowners
The solution? James
O'Connor, director of
Policy from State Auto Insurance Companies
technical services for
providing you financial defense for your
Rust-Oleum Corp.,says it
home against any risk of physical loss, except
is virtually impossible to
flood or earthquake. And earthquake coverage
paint over an alligatored
may be added at minimal cost.
surface without scraping,
Sample Book Orders Schumacher Books
There's
a host of other built-in coverages,
sanding or chemically
ALLPAPER
$100,000 personal liability; $2,500
including
removing all the old paint
coverage
for jewelry, furs; $2,500 coverage
and starting again from
VV ALLPAPER
for silverware, goldware; coverage for trees,
scratch.
3594 Lone Oak Rd.(Across From Pixies)
shrubs, plants: coverage for theft from
Blistering is also a
unlocked vehicles; credit card coverage;
word that accurately
money and securities coverage.
describes the ailment.
stm---at•-•••••-11.-"ZI•VAL.sitt-aPi
The defect resembles
The DEFENDER is a truly deluxe
human blisters, with the
HOURS TO
homeowners policy providing more protection
paint lifting up from the
YOU
to
those with more to protect. And you'll find
SERVE
surface in bubbles. It is
the
rates surprisingly competitive.
7-6
Mon.-Fri.
caused by moisture
which, as it evaporates,
Sat. 7-2
Building Supply
lifts off the coating.
ROLLING
Sometimes the moisture
SOO S. 4th 753-6450
acts on the paint after it
BACK
has been applied. At
Wood And Masonite
PRICES TO
other times, it occurs if
Paneling And
the paint has been ap198111
Siding SALE
plied on already damp or
AND SAVE!
COME
wet surfaces.
1/4"
Wood
Panels
PRICE
SALE
'There is one type of
Lantern
Reg
Pine
&
latex paint which, the
959
so
manufacturers say, can
Portside Pine
Representirtc
be applted on a surface
Many Unadvertised
Natural Birch
that is damp, but be very
__1r-1 State Auto
Specials
certain you have that
Insurance Companies
°eats Meteriels•Feir Prices•P
Service
kind of paint and that you
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I bought a saber
saw — the portable kind
— about two years ago.
The four blades I got with
it are getting dull, but I
lost the instructions on
how to sharpen them. Can
you help?
A. — It would be surprising if the brochure
that came with the saw
also gave instructions for
sharpening the blades,
since they are relatively
inexpensive and would
hardly be worth the time
and trouble to resharpen.
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Insulation helps cut costs

•

More protection
to homeowners
who have more
to protect...
at low
preferred rates

WALLPAPER
25% Off
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percent) or authentic antiques(25 percent).
The survey indicated
special wall Coverings
are alitiost seven times
more likely to be in a
chief executive's office
than computer equipment. About 72 percent
said their walls were
covered ith paneling or
fabric or other special
material, but only 11 percent said they had a computer or computer terminal in their office.
Martin Elinoff, president of ASID, found this
surprising.
"Though most of the
executives polled are
likely to be staunch advocates of high
technology, few have
chosen to install a computer in their own office.
Some of those that have
apparently seldom use
them," he said.
Orr the other hand,
private washrooms are

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
753-4451

clogging, but nothing is
better than not permitting grease and other
messy material to go into
the drain in the first
place.
Q. — I have to put new
plugs on several lamp
cords. I have heard there
is a correct way to attach
the wire strand to the
screws in the plug. Can
you advise me about this?
A. — When each wire is
wound around the terminal screw, do it in a
clockwise fashion. Then,
when you tighten the
screw, clockwise as it
should be done, the wire
will be tightened into
place. If you place the
wire around the screw in
a counterlockwise
fashion, it will come undone as you tighten the
screw.

found in 62 percent of the
offices and 45 percent
said they had a private
waiting room or outer office.
Other amenities fround
in executive suites include: Private dining
rooms (13 percent), wet
bars (23 percent), working fireplaces (6 percent)
and exercise areas(4 percent), while 13 percent
said they had photos of
famous people on the
walls and 26 percent had
framed awards and
diplomas ond display.
How did the findings
stack up against the experietce of designers who
have decorated executive
offices? At least two
found the results right on
target.
"The corner office with
the best view is where it's
at in top executive offices," said Rita St. Clair,
past president of ASID.
Michael Love, a New
York designer who
specializes in offices,
agreed the boss's office is
usually a very spacious
place where the best
materials and furnishings are used.
However, after years of
specializing in office interiors, Miss Love, a
former ASID board
member, has concluded
there are no general conclusions when it comes to
the office preferences of

chief executives.
As a rule, the boss's office reflects the general
image of the company
and industry in which he
or she operates. Banks
and companies under
public scrutiny, for example, tend to project a
conservative image and
some have rules about
color and type of furnishings to be chosen —
even for the chief.
More flamboyant industries — she singled out
fashion, cosmetics and
entertainment — tend to
permit wider latitude in
unusual furniture, color
schemes, lighting, and
artwork.
As for special features,
lately she has found
fewer private bathrooms
for the chief executive's
use alone, but a corner office with the best view is
still the rule:
Not all bosses pv attention to their surroundings, however. "Some of
them are just too busy to
be bothered," she said.
Miss St. Clair noted,
however, that when the
chief executive doesn't
get involved at the beginning, and then is disappointed with the results,
there can be a problem.
-They delegate the
first interview to a spouse
or a subordinate, then
they complain when the
job is done."
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Milwaukee
Industrial Tools
Now On Sale At
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WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
206 E. Main 753-8194

SALE OF
ow CUSTOM BUMT
GARAGES
.V"m'ENENI =EN.'
C.amplitely Erected Including-Concrete Floor

CUSTOM DELUXE MODEL

CUSTOM MODEL
hordboard Siding

with Aluminum or Vinyl Siding
and O•erhortgs covered

11790"
1 1 2 CAR (12.20)
12490"
2 CAR .18.20
LARGE 2 CAR 122x22t S2990°'
13290"
21 2 CAR 24.241
LARGE 2'2 CAR 24.30 13890"

S2290°°
1 1 2 CAR 12.20.
12890"
2 CAR 18.20
LARGE 2 CAR 122.22 13490"
13790"
21 7 CAR 24.24
LARGE 212 CAR 24.30 14590"
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F'Ius lox, Off level lot & Out of Town Freight

CALL OR WRITE FOR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE

D CONTRACTORS,INC.
12946 STATE RD 57 • BOX 2776 STATION D • EvANSvil..E. 'NI 4•
TELPHONU (812) 867-6677 OR (8121 867-7411
Hours Mon Fri 9 5 Sat 104 A Sun by Appointment

TRADE IN AND TRADE
UP TO A SNAPPER.
That old lawn moweç of yours has never been
more valuable to you
Because right now you can trade it in for a
SNAPPER Not only will you receive excellent trade in value. you II experience the remarkable difference a SNAPPER can make
in your lawn care
Versatile. innovative, easy to operate
That s SNAPPER Be it a push,self-propelled.
or nding mower, they all can be equipped
with special SNAPPER options' designed to

take the work out of lawn care The Mulcherizer for mulching clippings The Snappenzer
for shredding leaves And the Thatchenzer
for self-propelled walk and riding mowers
to remove harmful thatch Also for your convenience there s an Extra Bag-N-Blade Kit
So trade in that old mower for a SNAPPER
(
at your SNAPPER dealer
The best has never been .
so affordable
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Dodger Sax leads
NL All Star voting
NEW YORK AP — The old guard is being
replaced by the new in the balloting for the National League All-Star team.
Second baseman Steve Sax of the Los Angeles
Dodgers and shortstop Ozzie Smith, both seeking
their first starting berth in the all-star game,are
the leading vote-getters in the National League
in early returns from fan balloting announced
Monday.
Smith led all vote-getters with 135,060 votes,
leading veteran Dave Concepcion at shortstop by
almost 90,000. Concepcion was the Most Valuable
Player in last year's All-Star Game at Montreal.

PM;

Murray Ledger & Times

Kiwanis comes up short again in questfor win
By JIM RECTOR
Kiwanis coach Dean
Sports Editor
Cherry has seen in the
For four and a half inn- past, his team lost the
ings Monday evening the lead, then the game in a
"Bad News Bears" of the 10-7 decision to Lions.
Junior Babe Ruth League
Cherry, a newcomer to
were actually leading an the Junior Babe Ruth
opponent 3-2. But then, as ranks, said his team

hasn't had much luck this
year, losing their first
four games, but they've
got a lot of heart.
"We're the weakest
team, talent-wise, in the
league. But one good
thing about us, the guys

we've got are mostly 13year-olds and if they were
on one of the other teams
they probably wouldn't
be playing as much. With
us, they've got to play or
else ...," Cherry said.
In Monday's struggle
the Kiwanis hopes were
lifted time and again by
superb defensive efforts
and the solid pitching of
Jerry Eldridge, who
wasn't even one of
Cherry's pitchers until
Monday.
But as the game wore
on, so did the Lions hitters as they touched
Eldridge for four runs in
the fifth and took the lead
for good 6-3.
Among the hopestirring plays was a
sliding catch and tag by
second-baseman Hugh
Houston on a throwdown
from catcher John
McMillen. Also, first
baseman Bob Kemp

STEVE SAX
L.A. Dodgers

Sax, the National League's Rookie of the Year,
had 108,949 votes to 56,603 for Tommy Herr of St.
Louis. Sax was second last year to Manny Trill°
of the Philadelphia Phillies, who was traded to
Cleveland over the winter.
The third new. name among the leaders is
Willie McGee, the Cardinal center fielder, who at
this time last season had just been called up from
Louisville in the American Association. McGee
is one of the outfield leaders along with teammate George Hendrick and Dale Murphy of
Atlanta.
Behind them are another Cardinal, Lonnie
Smith, along with Dusty Baker of Los Angeles
and Andre Dawson of Montreal, who has started
the last two games.
Other leaders are catcher Gary Carter of Montreal, the top vote-getter last year, who leads
Darrell Porter of St. Louis; San Diego first
baseman Steve Garvey, with Keith Hernandez of
St. Louis second and Pete Rose of Philadelphia
third; and third baseman Mike Schmidt of
Philadelphia, who leads Ron Cey of Chicago.

made a nice play on a ball
dribbled down the
baseline as he snatched it
barehanded and flipped a
throw to Houston who jitterbugged on the bag and
beat the runner by an
eyelash.
Kemp, who was born
with only one arm and a
stump ending at his left
elbow, epitomizes the
team's overall attitude.
"Bob has a lot of heart
and he goes all out
whenever we play,"
Cherry said. "Some guys
have more talent and
don't do anything with it.
I'd like to have an entire
team of guys with determination like him,
though. He always tries
his hardest."
Tagging extra-base hits
for Lions in Monday's win
were Chuck Adams (313)
and solo doubles came
from Mike Garland and
Jody Burkeen.
In the Junior Babe

TAGS-N-SNAGS —
( Above) Kiwanis second
baseman Hugh4louston
makes a sliding catchand-tag on a Lions runner during Monday action at the old city park.
The Kiwanis team enjoyed a 3-2 lead for
much of the game, but
in the late innings things
began to go awry like
this ball that escaped
Jerry Eldridge's glove
and allowed a Lions runner to score in a cloud of
dust.
Photos by Jim Rector

THE pAYTONA SURPRISE!
In Daytona Beach,
you can enjoy this
year's vacation at
old fashioned prices!
Choose from six
great oceanfront
hotels with seasonal
discounts up to 25%
off.
Return the coupon
below and receive a
free copy of the
Florida Vacation
Fun Guide plus
information about
our fine hotels.

Junior All Stars prepare for Europe tour
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — If he can adjust
to the food, Steve Miller
of 1982 state champion
Lexington Henry Clay
believes he can handle
the basketball competition during a European
tour by the Kentucky
Junior All-Stars.
"I'm sure gonna miss
McDonalds, Hardees, all
of them," said the 6-foot-7

all-state center. "I hear
the food is too spicy over
there and that it tastes
bad if you're not used to
it. I hope I can adjust to
that."
Eddie Tisdale, the allstater from Logan County, has other worries on
his mind.
"The pace is going to be
quick," said the 6-6
Tisdale. "You're not go-

TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS

800-874-7420
IMGM.1•1•4•••=1.1M1.

gp,
1•11111•M•

men Leven

Please rush my copy of the Florida Vacation
Fun Guide plus information about Ocean
Elevens Resorts to:
Name

5 Gal. Bucket

Address
City

2025 S. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach Shores, FL 32018

Driveway
Sealer
799

State

Zip

D-133

MURRAY SUPPLY
CO
.

208 E. Main 753-3361

ing to have time to set up
plays like you do over
here. They'll be using a
30-second shot clock, so
the offense will have to
work quickly."
But Tisdale isn't too
worried.
"I don't know too much
about the style of play
other than what coach
(Eddie) Ford told me,"
he said. "I hear it's
rougher than what we're
used to over here but I
like it that way. It sounds
a lot like the NBA."
The 12 all-stars, along
with Ford and an assistant, will visit nine cities
in four countries in a 16day span. The all-star
team, scheduled to leave
Friday for Reykjavik,
Iceland, will play nine
games against some of
Europe's finest National
Junior Teams.

Open Daily 10-10; Sun.12-7

•

ANIMIra4=11
The Saving Place

outocenter

BATSpecial
TERY SALE
Buy On
Motorvator Tv 40

Our 53.88 - With Exchange

29.97

Maintenance-free battery
meets manufacturer's
specifications. Variety of
sizes for many U.S. and import cars,light trucks.Save.

On Sale Thru Sunday

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

•-•

BestBuys

The team consists of
Miller, Tisdale, Herbert
Crook (Eastern High),
Tony Morton (Corbin),
Talbert Turner
( Pendleton County),
Greg McQueary ( Taylor
County), Chuck Cantrell
(Ashland Blazer), Todd
Ziegler (Jeffersontown ),
Joe Curry (Madisonville), Penrod Eades
(Central City), Gerald
Osborne ( Virgie) and
Roy Donaldson (West
Hopkins).

Ruth nightcap, Hawaiian
Tropics improved to 4-0
with a 13-5 victory over
Taco John's. Ed Hendon
and Tony Robinson
limited the Taco John's
batters to only six hits
while Mark West and
Hendon slugged back-toback triples for the
league-leaders.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Flav-O-Rich suffered
two ties, including one
Saturday, before finally
winning its first game
outright Monday. The
first Flav-O-Rich victim
this year was Druthers in
a 15-1 spanking instigated
by a 10-run second inning.
Tim Armstrong drove
in two runs, scored three
times and went 4-for-4 in
the team's first win and
teammate David Potts
added a double and drove
in four more runs. Scott
Adams pitched the win
and went 2-for-2.
Erica Muskgrow was
the only Druthers runner
to cross the plate.
Flav-O-Rich and D&W
were halted in a 6-6 game
in the sixth inning Saturday. The game will be
concluded later.
In other league action
D&W beat Hutson 22-5 on
the power ,of Robert
Jones who scored four
times and drove in six
runs on two homers. Greg
Lassiter hit a pair of
doubles in the Monday
runaway.
Patrick Orr and Don
Easley both went 2-for-3
in the loss.
In a Saturday contest,
Druthers upended FOP,
5-2, despite the efforts of
Charles Archer and Jeff
Harvey,who threw a nohitter for the losers.
Alan Bazzell went 2-for2 for FOP.
PARK LEAGUE
Caldwell Tire hipped
Lad & Lassie in a Monday
game which saw Jeremy
Latimer hit a double and
a triple and Doub Bell
smack two doubles for
the victors. Doubles for
Caldwell also came from
Chad Caldwell, Darren
Gant, Brett Bazzell, and
T.J. Myhill.
Bryan Barnett tripled
for L&L and doubles
came from Josh Hahn,
Robin Dick, Clay Bocin
and Steve Watkins.
ACT used an 8-run first
inning to jump out ahead
of State Farm, then held
on to win, 13-8, Monday.
ACT sluggers included
Derrik Plummer(2-3Bs),
Mitch Downey ( HR ),
Chris Jones (3B), An(Continued on Page 9)

Parker, Jackson eliminated
in state junior tennis qualifier
Murray High tennis
players, Shawn Parker
and Mel Jackson, were
eliminated from the Joe
Creason Junior Qualifier
State Tournament in
Louisville, Monday.
Parker, playing in the
boys' 16-year-old division
lost in the fourth round to
Lexington's Rafer Leach,
6-2, 6-1. Parker had advanced through the third
round by knocking off

Chris Mather of
Louisville, 7-5, 6-1, Sunday.
Jackson, girls singles
champ of the First
Region this season,
defeated Bobbi Tucker of
Owensboro in the second
round Sunday, 5-7, 6-3, 63. But she met her match
in Monday's third round
when she lost to Laura
Murray of Versailles, 6-0,
6-4.
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Ryan, Canton on verge
ofstrikeout leapfrogging

es

Kemp experiences goat-hero inning

By BRUCE LOWITT
Dave Winfield.
AP Sports Writer
After Oscar Gamble
For New York singled, Kemp sliced the
Yankees' right fielder ball to left. It caromed off
By DAVE GOLDBERG
and 189 losses, a winning pet centage
Steve
Kemp, the top of the wall and skipped past
AP Sports Writer
of .606, and has had records of 27-10,
the eighth was nothing to rookie Ricky Nelson, and
Strikeout leapfrog starts tonight.
24-9, 23-10, 23-11, 20-7 and 20-9. Barrlaugh about — but he was Kemp had his first
Assuming that 36-year-old Nolan ing a calamity, he will become the
all smiles in the bottom of Yankee Stadium homer.
Ryan regains his health and 38-year- next pitcher to win 300 games.
the inning.
old Steve Carlton retains his, it may
"I never thought I'd get
Ryan, 3-1 this year, is 205-187
He misplayed Domingo it that way," said Kemp.
continue for quite a while.
lifetime, or .523, and was 22-16 and 21Ramos'fly ball into a tri- "I wanted to just get a
Ryan, out for a month with a 16 in his best seasons. But he is
ple to help Seattle take a base hit, to score at least
hamstring strain, is expected to take averaging 9.45 strikeouts per nine in2-1 lead in the top of the one run — and then not
his career-leading 3,521 strikeouts to nings to 7.25 for Carlton (Sandy
eighth Monday night. mess up another fly."
the mound in Houston tonight against Koufax, at 9.28, is the only other to
Then, with the score 2-2 in
the San Francisco Giants. Carlton, strike out more than one per inning in
With two away, Graig
the bottom of the inning, Nettles capped the fivewho passed Walter Johnson during a career.
he smacked a three-run, run burst with his second
Ryan's time on the sidelines and closCarlton, in fact, seems to be better
inside-the-park homer solo homer of the game.
ed to 3,520, is scheduled to pitch in at winning without strikeouts by the
that boosted the Yanks to
Philadelphia against the St. Louis dozen. He has won only one of his five
Ron Guidry, tying
a 6-2 victory.
Cardinals.
Toronto's Dave Stieb for
best strikeout games, the most
"That's what's so funny the AL lead in wins with
They will probably be side-by-side notable of which was on Sept. 15, 1969
about this game," said eight, fanned seven
sports page items every four days or when he struck out 19 New York Mets
Kemp. "You can go from Mariners and scattered
so until one is forcibly dragged off the — a major league record since tied —
being in the gutter to the six hits en route to his
mound, which may not be for some and lost 4-3 on two Ron Swoboda
top
of the world. That's fifth consecutive victory
time.
home runs. Ryan was in the Met
what's unique about this and fifth complete game.
Both still have healthy arms — dugout for that game.
game and why you have Perry pitched seven innCarlton has missed only five of 423
Those around him insist that
to have a lot of con- ings and slipped past
scheduled starts in the last 12 years Carlton, who depends more on a
fidence. You can't lose Warren Spahn into fourth
and talks of pitching 10 more years; slider than a fastball, doesn't try for
confidence or you're shot, place on the all-time
Ryan still throws a 92 mile-an-hour strikeouts.
and you have to have innings-pitched list with
fast ball.
"I don't think striking out the hitter
pride in yourself — and I 5,246 1-3.
"You can't hurt him," Tim Mc- enters his mind," says Herm Starhave both."
Carver, his one-time designated cat- rette, his former pitching coach.
Brewers 9, Angels 7
Elsewhere in the
cher, says of Carlton. "He is to pit- think most of his strikeouts just come
Paul Molitor, his inAmerican League, jured wrist obviously
ching what Pete Rose is to playing from him getting the hitter set up to
Milwaukee outlasted healed, went 4-for-4 with
every day."
the point where he can do exactly
California 9-7, Detroit a single, two doubles and
But the similarity between Carlton what he wants to do."
defeated Boston 11-6 and a homer and drove in
and Ryan ends at strikeouts; the difRyan, meanwhile, overpowers hitBaltimore beat Toronto 8- three runs for
ferences go far beyond the fact that ters with a devastating fastball and
1 in a game halted by rain Milwaukee.
Ryan throws with his right arm and an off-the-table curve.
in
the top of the sixth innCarlton is known as "Lefty."
"My wrist still isn't 100
His statistics are awesome. In ading. Oakland's game at percent, but my conRyan, who has played for losing dition to the five no-hitters, he has
Cleveland was rained out. fidence is nearing 100 perteams most of his career, is best eight one-hitters, 18 two-hitters and
The National League was cent again," said Molitor.
known for strikeouts and his five no- 25 three-hitters. He has had 146
idle.
hitters. Carlton, a thinking man's pit- games with 10 or more strikeouts and
"Getting Paul back in
After Ramos' tainted the leadoff spot, especialcher, is best known for winning 21 games with 15 or more. All told, he
triple and Dave Hender- ly the way he's hitting,
games.
owns or shares 26 major league
son's tie-breaking has been a real lift," addCarlton, 6-5 this year, has 291 wins records.
sacrifice fly gave the ed Brewers Manager
Mariners a temporary Harvey Kuenn. •
lead, the Yankee Stadium
Jim Gantner's two-run
crowd went to work on triple and Robin Yount's
Kemp, booing lustily as two-run double con:
•
•
•
roe trotted in from right tributed to the Brewers'
field. Then the Yanks 16-hit assault. "For a
went to work on Seattle's change we got a lot of hits
relief corps, which was with men on base,"
following Gaylord Perry Molitor said. "Maybe
to the mound.
that's a sign that things
BOSTON ( AP) — The
Willie Randolph nailed finally are going to start
Boston Breakers may not
Mike Stanton for a single. going our way.
be craz about their usual
Ed Vande Berg took over
The Brewers built a 9-1
halftime position. But by
and promptly threw Ken lead before California
now, they at least should
Griffey's sacrifice into woke up with a six-run
KERS'
feel comfortable starting
center field trying for the eighth inning. Ron
the second half with
force at second. Ran- Jackson's grand slam
ground to make up.
dolph reached third, then chased Milwaukee
For the third straight because we know we're
"It keeps them in the scored when Bill Caudill starter Bob McClure and
week, the Breakers trail- going to come back."
race," Chicago Coach gave up a sacrifice fly to Bobby Grich's homer
ed at intermission. And,
The Breakers came George Allen said of the
for the third straight back from a 13-0 deficit Breakers' win. "It puts
•
week, they won, overtak- against Chicago to our football team in the
ing the Chicago Blitz 21-15 stretch iheir winning hole in our division. (Continued
from Page 8) and Joey Bazzell pitched
in the United States Foot- streak to four games and We're fighting for our
thony
Miller
(2B), Scott the win with each getting
ball League Monday tie the Blitz in the battle lives."
Conklin (2B), and Shane two hits as well.
night.
for the league's single
The Blitz are one game
In the other Kentucky
In those three games, wild-card playoff berth. behind Tampa Bay, Butler (2B).
Tony Cajune topped the League game, Artcraft
Boston has outscored its Boston is in second place which visits Chicago Sunopposition 19-0 in the in the Atlantic Division, day. Boston, which trails State Farm batters with a toppled Cablevision, 14-4.
third quarter and 30-9 in Chicago is in second in Philadelphia by three double and triple; Steve Benji Kelley had three
the fourth after a the Central, and both games, is at Birmingham Gresham added a homer hits including two doubles
and extra-base hits also for the victors and Chris
cumulative 37-14 deficit have 9-5 records.
Saturday night.
came from Damon Harp was credited with a
in the opening halves.
Cahoon (3B), Joey Tubbs double and single.
"I just wish we could
(28), Nathan Boltz (2B),
Josh Dick picked up
play that well in the first
and Chad Windsor(2B).
Cablevision's only hit.
half," said Breakers'
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Coach Dick Coury.
Crouse Motors clobSeven Crowns of Sports
"When adversity
NEW YORK (AP) —
bered
Rotary 30-2 in
award as the National
strikes, we always know Wayne Gretzky, who led
Hockey League's league play Monday as
something good's going to the Edmonton Oilers to
outstanding performer the losers were limited to
come out of it," said the 1983 Stanley Cup
during the 1982-83 a solo hit by Darrell
Boston linebacker Bill finals, was named the
Eldridge. Doug Payne
Roe. "We don't panic winner of the Seagram's season.
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USFL Monday results

Breakers rally third straight time;
overcome Chicago in second half
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greeted Tom Tellmann.
"We came back offensively," Angels Manager
John McNamara said.
"At least we didn't just
roll over and die."
Tigers 11, Red Sox 6
Enos Cabell hit a solo
homer and Lou Whitaker
a two-run shot before
Alan Trammell

highlighted a five-run
eighth inning with his
three-run homer that
boosted Detroit past the
Red Sox. Dwight Evans
and Glenn Hoffman
homered for Boston.
Orioles 8, Blue Jays 1
Leo Hernandez' threerun homer and a two-run
belt by Cal Ripken Jr.

gave Baltimore sole
possession of first place
in the East, one game
ahead of Toronto and
Boston. Cliff Johnson
homered for the Blue
Jays. The game was
delayed 45 minutes at the
start and called after a
52-minute wait in the
sixth.

SCOREBOARD

toSha

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Pro Baseball
Milwaukee at Baltimore, ) n
Major League Baseball
Cleveland at New York, n
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Minnesota at Kansas City. • n •
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB Chicago at California, ) n •
Texas at Seattle, in,
Baltimore
30 23
566 —
Boston
28 23
549 1
Toronto
28 23
549 1
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Milwaukee
26 24
520 2,
EAST DIVISION
2
New York
27 25
519 2,
2
W L Pct. GB
Detroit
26 25 .510 3 St. Lows
27 21
563
Cleveland
23 28 .451 6
Montreal
26 22
542 1
WEST DIVISION
Philadelphia
21 24
467 4,2
California
30 23
Chicago
566 —
22 28
440 6
Oakland
26 26
500 3'2 Pittsburgh
18 29
3E3 8'2
Kansas City
23 24 .489 4 New York
18 31
367
Texas
24 26 .480 41
/
2
WEST DIVISION
Chicago
24 27
471 5 Los Angeles
35 16 686
Minnesota
M 31
426 7"2 Atlanta
34 18 654
Seattle
23 33 .411 IP, San Francisco
28 24
538 7,
2
San Diego
Monday's Games
24 27
471 11
Baltimore 8, Torcinto 1,6 innings, rain Houston
24 30
444 12,
2
New York 6,Seattle 2
Cincinnati
2330 434 13
Detroit 11, Boston 6
•
Monday's Games
Milwaukee 9, California 7
No games scheduled
Oakland at Cleveland, ppd., rain
Tuesday's Games
Only games scheduled
New York (Seaver 3-5 at Chicago
Tuesday's Games
Rainey 0-4)
Detroit ( Wilcox 5-6 ) at Boston Tudor St. Louis Forsch 3-4) at Philadelphia
3-3 iv
I Carlton 6-5 ( n )
Milwaukee
Caldwell 5-4 )) at Pittsburgh (Candelaria 34, at MonBaltimore D. Martinez 3-91,( n )
treal I. Lea 3-11, n )
Cleveland I Blyleven 4-4 at New York San Diego iShow 6-2i at Cincinnati
• Righetti 72', I fl)
(Soto 7-3 1, in,
Minnesota (Schrom 4-01 at Kansas Ci- Los Angeles (Welch 4-4 ) at Atlanta
ty ) Renko 4-4 1, ) n
P.Perez 6-1
Chicago Dotson 5-51 at California San Francisco ( Hamrnaker 6-2, at
Witt 341, In )
Houston I Ryan 3-1 n
Toronto !Gott 2-41 at Oakland ) Norris
Wednesday's Games
4-5 ),( n )
New York at Chicago
Texas Honeycutt 7-21 at Seattle Los Angeles at Atlanta
1B.Stoddard 4-6). In
Pittsburgh at Montreal, n
St. Louis at Philadelphia, n
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Oakland
San Diego at Cincinnati, I n
Detroit at Boston. • n
San Francisco at Houston. n

Pro Football
United States Football League
Atlantic
W L T Pct.PF
Philadelphia 12 2 0 857 299
Boston
9 5 0 643 306
New Jersey 4 10 0
286 254
Washington 1 13 0
071 205
Central
Tampa Bay 10 4 0
714 295
Chicago
9 5 0
643 346
Michigan
8 6 0
571 315
Birmingham 7 7 0
SOO 259
Pacific
Oakland
7 7 0
500 273
Los Angeles 7 7 0
500 224
Denver
6 8 0
429 205
Arizona
4 10 0
286 223
Friday's Game
Denver 24, Washington 12
Saturday's Game
Oakland 34. New Jersey 21
Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay 45, Birmingham 17
Philadelphia 29, Michigan 20
Los Angeles 17, Arizona 13
Monday's Game
Boston 21, Chicago 15
Saturday,Jiaie 11
Washington at Arizona, in)
Sunday.June 1.2
Boston at Birmingham
Tampa Bay at Chicago
Philadelphia at New Jersey
Michigan at Los Angeles
Monday, June 13
Denver at Oakland n

248
266
235
338

753-8971

NEW YORK ( AP ) —
Tony Armas of the
Boston Red Sox, who hit
.519 and slammed three
home runs last week,
was named American
League Player of the
Week.
Armas also had a
slugging percentage of
.926, with eight runs
scored and six RBI.
NEW YORK AP —
Outfielder Andre
Dawson of the Montreal
Expos, who hit .452 with
14 hits in 31 at-bats last
week, was named National League Player of
the Week.
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The Biggest Name
in Little Computers.,

$

Radio COMPUTER
lhaek
CENTERS

4

TRS-80® COLOR COMPUTERS
NOW 100 OFF!
o

16K Standard Color Computer

19995
5
2999

Less TV and
Program Pak

Reg.

399.95

Eiii-_-_=
„

Cat No
26-3002
Less TV and
Program Pak

Sale Ends 6/26/83

4
/

for your
money!
• Insured savings up to $100,000
by the FSLIC
• Highest earnings allowable
• Interest compounded daily on accounts listed below.
locations
Convenient
•
with folks you
Home,
• Save at
know.

led swift- rewire sir
perseler8w NO/ 1•910
drersi fres eerclekete eesierfe

COMPOUNDED DAILY
Effective Annual Yield

COMPOUNDED DAILY
$2500 Minimum
Rate effective thru June 13

10.29%

If tiro avower ncontioly Wows hats Woof minim,*.r.9. decreases to 5.25%

Take home the 16K TRS-80 Color Computer and
start computing right away! Plug in a Program Pak
and enjoy exciting video games, set up a family
budget, analyze investments and more. Kids can
learn to type. sharpen math skills, even improve
reading. Tutorial manual shows you how to write
your own programs in BASIC, too. Select the model
that's right for you and save!

SAVINGS ANI) LOAN

$500 Minimum
Rate effective Ara June 20

ASSOCIATION

MurraN Branch
1291 Slain St:
759-1630

CHECK YOUR PHONE BOOK FOR THE PARTICIPATING Radoe /haek STORE COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU
PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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9.04%
COMPOUNDED DAILY
$2500 Minimum
Rate effective Nita Jane 13 th
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•Play Games and Run Programs for
Filing, Education, Personal Finance
And More
• Uses Instant-Loading
Program Pak' Cartridges
•Lew to Program in BASIC to Solve
Problems, Analyze Data and Create
Vivid Color Graphics With Sound
Effects
•Easy to Expand•Attaches to Any TV
•Save $150 on 32K E'xtended BASIC—
Only $399.95(Reg. $549.95, 26-3003)

A

18 MONTHS
MONEY MARKET MONEY MARKET
VARIABLE CEILING
INVESTMENT
CHECKING
CERTIFICATES
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT

•

Cat No
26-3004

Reg.
299.95

16K Extended Color Computer

•
•
•••• Ma.•

271
208
269
230

Players
of the
Week

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL...EAGUE
BATTING ) 105 at bats,; Carew. BATTING 1105 at bats
Dawson.
California, .431; Boggs, Boston, .390; Montreal, .347; McGee, St.Louis, 346,.
Brett, Kansas City, .363; McRae, Kan- Madlock, Pittsburgh, .336; Knight.
sas City,.341; Griffey, New York..337. Houston, .335; Evans, San Francisco,
RUNS: Castino, Minnesota, 42; Brett, .320.
Kansas City,'38: Ripken, Baltimore,36;
RUNS: Murphy. Atlanta, 46; Garvey,
Boggs, Boston, 35; Yount, Milwaukee, San Diego, 40; Evans. San Francisco,
34.
37; Horner, Atlanta. 36; LeMaster, San
RBI: Ward. Minnesota, 41, Kittle, Francisco. 33.
Chicago, 39; Brett. Kansas City, 36; RBI: Murphy, Atlanta, 43; Hendrick,
Hrbek, Minnesota.37. Rice, Boston.37: St.Louls, 40; Dawson. Montreal, 38,
Winfield, New York,37.
Garner, Houston, 37; Kennedy. San
HITS: Carew, California, 78; Boggs, Diego,36.
Boston, 73; Castino, Minnesota, 71;
HITS: Dawson, Montreal, 69: Thon, •
Griffey, New York, 63; Yount, Houston, 69; Garvey. San Diego, 64.
Milwaukee,63.
Ramirez, Atlanta,64; Oliver, Montreal.
DOUBLES: Hrbek. Minnesota, 19; 60.
Parrish, Detroit, 16; McRae,Kansas Ci- DOUBLES: Dawson, Montreal, 16:
ty. 16; Bernazard, Chicago, 15; Boggs, Ray. Pittsburgh, 15; Garvey, San
Boston, 15: Brett, Kansas City, 15; Diego, 14; K.Hernandez. St.Louis, 14,
Ford, Baltimore. 15.
Oliver, Montreal, 14.
TRIPLES: Moore, Milwaukee, 5; TRIPLES: Moreno, Houston, 6:
Wilson, Detroit, 5; Herndon, Detroit, 5; Butler, Atlanta, 4; Dawson. Montreal,
Winfield, New York, 5; Gantner, 4; Murphy. Atlanta. 4; Raines. Mom
Milwaukee, 4; Griffin, Toronto, 4; treat, 4; S.Sax. Los Angeles. 4,
White, Kansas City,4.
Washington, Atlanta, 4.
HOME RUNS; DeCinces, California. HOME RUNS: Evans,San Francisco,
13; Kittle, Chicago, 13; Brett, Kansas 13; Murphy, Atlanta, 13; Brock, Los
City, 12; Lynn, California, 12: Rice. Angeles. 11; Guerrero, Los Angeles, 11;
Boston, 12.
Clark, San Francisco, 10
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Excess tobacco plagues producers
WASHINGTON (API —
Excess supplies of
America's major types of
tobacco will continue to
plague producers even
though they've been
reducing their output,
Agriculture Department
analysts said Monday.
"Use is expected to be
15 percent below production so despite a smaller
1982 crop, stocks carried
over to the new
marketing year will likely climb from last year's
3.55 billion pounds," the
analysts said in a summary of the latest Tobacco Outlook and Situation
report.
For flue-cured tobacco,
the nation's most abundant type, the new
marketing year begins
July 1. For burley tobacco, the second most abundant type, and other
tobacco types, the new
marketing year begins
Oct. 1.
"Supplies may increase again next
marketing year because
the rise in beginning
stocks will likely offset an
anticipated drop in the
1983 harvest," the summary said.
The report blamed the

INDIVIDUALLY
MADE

DENTURES
PLASTIC TEETH
2 office visits-same day
$99 each denture
or $198 set

PORCELAIN TEETH
3 office visits-2 days
$175 each denture
or $300 set

continued stockpiling of
tobacco on declines in
both domestic and export
demand. At the same
time, imports of tobacco,
which have been cutting
heavily into the markets
of American producers,
were up from a year ago.

indicated they plan to ciit
plantings by 9 percent,
meaning a crop reduction
under normal conditions
of 14 pecent from last
year, to 860 million
pounds.
Burley farmers, who
marketed 170 million
pounds more than was
"The economic
consumed
last season,
to
expected
recovery is
expected
are
to cut prokeep world consumption
duction
fifth from
by
a
continued
stable, but
about 650
year,
last
to
large supplies, high U.S.
pounds.
million
prices and a relatively
But, the analysts said,
strong dollar will likely
"marketings
may again
inhibit exports," the sumexceed use, further
said.
mary
boosting stocks."
Although the USDA's
The mounting problem
official 1983 harvest of excess tobacco supestimate will not be plies has prompted
issued until mid-July, another round of congresflue-cured farmers have sional action on the

office visits-3 days
$325 each denture
or $600 set

Repairs-Relines-Fxtractiont

NORTH SALEM, N.Y.
1AP — A popular high
school senior who hanged
himself three weeks after
his girlfriend's suicide
told friends he would be
"leaving them" and left a
note saying he was going
to join his dead
sweetheart.
The body of William
Shott, 18, was found hanging at his family's home
on Sunday, three weeks
after his 17-year-old
girlfriend, Cathy Ann
Petruso, hanged herself
in the women's room of a
drive-in theater after the
couple had quarreled,
•
police said.
"They were going out
for a long time and they
were very much in love ...
I don't know why she did
what she did and I don't
know why he did, either,"
said Miss Petruso's
father,Sal.
"He was emotionally.
disturbed," Shott's
father, Gilbert, said of his

son, a senior at North
Salem High School who
was described as a bright
teen-ager and good student.
A note found near
Shott's body said he was
going to join his dead
girlfriend, and the
Westchester County
medical examiner's office said the death was
considered a suicide.
Friends said the young
couple had on a few occasions together seen the
movie "Officer and a
Gentleman," in which a
man commits suicide by
hanging after the
breakup of a romance.
Miss Petruso, a
cheerleader and
homecoming queen,
hanged herself May 14 at
a drive-in in Danbury,
Conn., after an argument
with Shott, officials said.
The nature of the argument was not disclosed.
Dr. .Boris Zoubock, a
psychiatrist and resident

Sale Continues /

DR. JERE LOWE

30% 0„

MID SOUTH
DENTURE

Opening set

Everything In
The Store

621 Old Hickory Blvd.
Hamilton Hills -

Changes threaten bighorn sheep

government's muchdebated tobacco price DENVER (AP) —
support program.
Often, you can only see a
Although farmers have flash of white as they
been contributing a por- disappear over a rocky
tion of their receipts to a crest. Bighorn sheep are
special fund intended to common, though, from
cover any future losses to the Rockies of British
taxpayers from the sup- Columbia to the
port plan, criticism of the wastelands of Mexico's
program has continued. Baja Peninsula.
The tens of thousands
In an effort to preserve of the sure-footed, curledthe system from op- horn creatures that still
ponents who are calling live in North America are
for its complete abolition, only a fraction of the
tobacco state lawmakers original population. Fachave proposed freezing ed with a steadily
price support protection deteriorating habitat, the
this year and next at the nomadic bighorn is
1982 level. Neither the threatened by a vast
House nor the Senate has change in habitat and by
yet to act on that or any disease.
alternative.
-There's a quiet crisis
going on," says James A.
Bailey, professor of
wildlife biology at Colorado State University.
"Every year there's a difof North Salem, said he ferent crisis (in the
was told by the young natural world), but I
man's friends that Shott guess this one just hasn't
appeared withdrawn and been alarming enough for
depressed and "talked in- people to take notice of."
cessantly about Cathy."
The bighorn — so called
"They said he had kind because of the male's
of created a cult around magnificent horns — is
the girl and that he had not in danger of extinc400 letters she had writ- tion, but Bailey estimates
ten to him," Zoubock that bighorn herds now
said.
are only 2 percent to 3
According to his friends percent of what they once
in this suburban com- were.
munity, Shott spent Sun"The long-term trend
day afternoon at a swim- has been downhill, and I
ming pool. They told don't think we've done
Zoubock that he began much to stop it," he says.
talking about "leaving
With state and federal
them," said goodbye and budgets being slashed,
told them "that maybe he the financial ability to
would never see them slow this trend rests with
again."
private enterprise, acHe apparently arrived cording to Bailey, who is
at his family's home advising the Martinaround 5 p.m. One of the Marietta Corp. on such a
friends became alarmed program at the comand tried to reach him by pany's corporate headphone. When he received quarters southwest of
no answer, he went to a Denver.
barn adjoining the Shott's
Waterton Canyon,
house and heard a home to one of Colorado's
scream. It turned out to few low-altitude bighorn
be Shott's father, who sheep herds, begins at the
discovered his son hang- back door of Marietta's
ed by his own belt.
corporate headquarters
At North Salem High in the foothills of the ColSchool on Monday, the orado Rockies.
mood was somber.
Disease killed off
Students sat in groups on roughly 80' percent of a
the grass,talking quietly. nearby herd in less than a
A memorial service year. Its numbers dwindlwas planned at the school ed from about 90 in 1980 to
for Shott, who had attend- less than 20 in 1981. That's
ed a similar service there when the Bighorn Sheep
for Miss Petruso.
Society of Colorado convinced Martin-Marietta
to coordinate efforts to
improve the animals'
NEWPORT, Ky. ( AP) habitat.
— The Central Bridge
Volunteers spent hunlinking Newport with Cin- dreds of hours clearing 60
cinnati over the Ohio acres of scrub to provide
River will be open to open grazing areas close
emergency vehicles after to the rocky locations
repairs are completed favored by the animals.
next year, according to The cost to MartinMark Roberts, Marietta was minimal.
spokesman for the KenTodd Kisling, a Martintucky Transportation Marietta biologist,
is
Cabinet.

Senior hangs self to join dead girlfriend

BEALE
HARDW AIr
Nile.

Premium

Population &dining

ALL SALES CASH — NO REFUNDS

Jackson, TN

Beale Hardware

Call for Appointment

East Main Street
753-1543

901-668-7460•

developing a program
with the Denver Water
Department — which
owns the rest of the canyon — so that Marietta
volunteers could perform
controlled burns on the
land, opening up summer
and winter range for the
animals.
The aim is to allow the
sheep to be healthy,
migrate freely and maintain the same habits they
have had since glaciers
retreated after the last
Ice Age.
An obvious threat to
bighorns is human encroachment on their territory. In desert lands
such as the Baja, this is
especially acute because
man competes for water
sources. There are other
troubles, too, that stem
from man's tampering
with the fragile
ecological balance.
Over the last 60 years,
when natural fires in national forests first began
to be fought consistently,
vegetation once controlled by those fires began
creeping into bighorn territory.
Bighorns don't have
large, sensitive ears like
their cousins, the deer
and elk, and thus rely on
their eyes to look for food
— and enemies.
"The encroachment of
trees and brush makes
them vulnerable to
predators, because if
they can't see, they have
very few ways of responding to any kind of disturbance" such as human
harassment, or finding
fresh, green forage,
Bailey says.
The underbrush also
makes it difficult for
bighorns to move from
summer to winter
ranges. A sedentary herd
eats and defecates in the
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Stock market
Prices furnished by First
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.
Industrial Average
„Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

Frosty Acres

••••

sr.

,

$8700

44 unc.
343,4 -L8
6478 +
283,8 -1'8
48% -kit
585'8 -%
53% -i- 1,4
17L4
543
/
4 -14
70 +L4
35% -%
41 -3/1i

32L2 -L8
35 -58
11534 unc.
58 +'
22B. 22L8A.
4678 -L4
325n -1,8
3748
39 +3.8
487'8 +
34 -14
30L2 unc.
7612 +
187,8 -k8
19%B. 191,zA.
828

C.E.F.Yield
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Let Us Do Your Gardening This Year
Just Received A Fresh Shipment Of
Frosty Acres Frozen Vegetables
20 lb. Box $

899
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Frosty Acres

Purple Hulls

C99

20 b. Box $

Frosty Acres

TEX\
AIM&

Breaded Okra

$300

L.

20 lb. $ox $

749

Frosty Acres

Crowder Peas

OFF

Hamb. Patties

14 b. Box $2086

Choice Sides of Beef
s.
iezng 39

EXPIRES 6-1243
111MINIA

SALE

20 b. Box $1 699

Quarter Pound Pure Ground Beef

225 to 300 lbs. No awry* Cutting, Wrapping, and Fr

$149"

Wholesale & Retail Meat

REBATE

GIBSON HAM CO.

P woe 753-1601
We Accept Food
7 a.m.-S p.m. 1410L-Fri.
Stamps
107 N. 3rd St.
7 u.m.-12 p.m. Set.
Only r ederol Inspected Meat Market In Murray

YOUR FINAL $9900
COST
r •

-2.51

Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B M
J.C. Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau

Baby Limas

ANY SOFTWARE ITEM
IN STOCK FOR BOTH
VIC 20 AND Ti. 99/4A

-

of

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

OF A TOY

4M1=1•11111111111MMEIMMIIIIII

Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky.

Cabinet. In November
1981, he picked Atkins to
be secretary of the entire
Cabinet.
Atkins resigned that
post last August to run for
lieutenant governor.
"George knows and
understands government
and I enjoy working with
him," Brown said. "I
need him back. It will
work out well for him and
it works out well for us."
Atkins will replace R.
Gene Smith, who recently
resigned as Cabinet vice
chairman to return to
private business.

r—I

COUPON

OTHER REBATES OFFERED ON
T.I. PERIPHERALS AND MODULES

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — George Atkins
has been rehired by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. and
will serve as an executive
assistant and vice chairman of the administration's cabinet, according
to an administration
spokesman.
Atkins, Brown's former
cabinet secretary, thus
takes his third position in
the present administration.
When Brown came into
office in 1979, he appointed Atkins as
secretary of the Finance

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

11M1,

T.I. 99/4A HOME COMPUTER

Brown hires Atkins
to serve as assistant,
cabinet vice chairman

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT—INVESTMENTS

A REAL
The Saving Place
COMPUTER
FOR THE PRICE

.;commodore

mit a lot of money tq
habitat manipulation,
you're not going to see
any dramatic changes."
That isn't likely, Hernbrode admits — "I don't
have enough money to do
everything I want to do
for deer and elk and they
( hunters) pay the bills
(through hunting license
fees)," he said."How can
I justify commiting
$100,000 for sheep?"
In Wyoming's Whiskey
Basin, the largest
bighorn herd in the continental U.S. supports
Bailey's thesis that herds
allowed to roam freely
will thrive.
There, a bighorn herd
of more than 1,000 travel
between winter and summer ranges along migration paths that are kept
burned off. Natural fires
are not controlled on a
regular basis, so that
vegetation won't crowd
out the bighorn:-

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

-IT

APIIMI

same place and thus is
more susceptible to
disease, particularly
lungworm,Bailey said.
Even a low level of
lungworm — carried by
snails that inhabit
vegetation eaten by sheep
— can kill off more than
90 percent of lambs at
birth. And when the infection begins to destroy
lung tissue, it can cause
"die-offs" of 80 percent to
90 percent among adult
sheep.
Today, just about every
sheep herd has some
level of lungworm infection, Bailey says.
"We treat sheep for
lungworm because it increases the lamb's
chances for survival,"
says Bob Hernbrode, big
game program supervisor for the Colorado
Division of Wildlife. "But
we're only treating the
symptoms, not the
causes. Unless we corn-
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Calvary Temple plans revival
with Rev. Stutzman,speaker

OBITUARIES
ey to
tion,
o see
es."
Herndon't
to do
to do
they
bills
cense
w can
iting
iskey
gest
conports
herds
freely

Garnie Scott
funeral rites
on Thursday

Mrs. Cravens Mrs. Russell
dies;funeral dies; funeral
Wednesday held Sunday

The Rev. Leon Stutzman will be speaker at
revival services at
Calvary Temple starting
Tuesday, June 7, and continuing through Friday,
June 10.
Services will be at 7:30
each evening at the
church located 1 12 miles
south of Murray U.S.
Highway 641.
The public is invited to
attend, according to the
pastor, the Rev. William
Cox.

ACROSS
1 Existed
4 Confirm
9 Greek letter
12 High
mountain
13 Tiptop
reviews
14 Grain
15 Hand
covering
17 National
hymns
19 Remainder
21 River in
Scotland
22 Shreds
25 Storms
29 Preposition
30 Head sl
32 Arrow
33 Consumed
35 Strips of
cloth
37 Siamese
native
38 State flower
of Utah
40 Is fond of
42 Symbol for
tellurium
43 Food fish
45 Altar screen
47 Sink in
piddle
49 Evaluate
50 Conspired
54 Agreements
57 Famiiiar

Pres,clent
58 Old
womanish
60 River
island
61 Be in
debt
62 Leases
63 Affirmative
vote
DOWN

36 MeArLar,
Shawls
39 Expel
41 Bristle
44 Turkic
tribesman
46 Rot
48 Dominant or
recessive
50 In favor of
51 Base
52 Number
53 Noise
55 Stalemate
56 Music as
written
59 Army officer
abbr

Answer to Monday's Puzzle
WA
SPRA 1f
RA6,1
A
G
AI
TNl ALA'
A

N
A

A
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M
E F
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I T MIONS
1 86-1
The funeral for Garnie
Mrs. Aggwiller
84
ROD
ED
Final rites for Mrs. AnScott will be Thursday at Cravens,
74, Rt. 2, nie
Bell Russell were Sun2 p.m. in the chapel of Puryear,
1 Move as
B II A T
E ES
R
E'
Tenn., died
day at 2 p.m. in LeDon
Max Churchill Funeral Saturday
a tail
R
E
morning at Chape
2 Everyone
l, Ridgeway MortiA
Home. The Rev. Ran- Murray-Cal
ANSWER
loway County cians,
3 Pastime
OARIA
NTIAGE
Paris, Tenn. Regdolph Allen will officiate. Hospital.
4 Gift
DYE
N D 0
0 OF
gie Lyell officiated.
Burial will follow in the
5 Sun god
Born Dec. 12, 1908., in
Burial was in the
Pleasant Hill Cemetery Henry Count
6 Eggs
y, Tenn., she Palest
1
2 3
ine Cemetery in
in the Land Between the was the daugh
4
5 6
7
8
7 Sell
9
10 11
ter of the Henry
8 Chemical
Count
Lakes.
y,
Tenn.
1 12
I
13
1
late Green Martin and
•14
compound
Mrs. Russell, 71, Greer
Friends may call at the Jerlene VanDy
115
9 American
ke Martin. Street,
7
1
Paris, was profuneral home after 6 p.m. She was a memb
essayist
er of the nounc
*1
9
Stutz
ed
dead
man
Leon
tonight(Tuesday).
on
arriva
l
10
Cut
of meat
Union Grove Baptist
Saturday at the Henry
11 Possessive
Mr. Scott, 73, 415 North Church.
2
24 21 25
2627 2
Federal-State Market News Service Tutspronoun
County Hospital there.
Fourth St., died Monday
June7.1983
Livestock market day.
Survivors include her
29
0
3
16 Reject
1
32
Kentucky
Purchase
Area
Born
April 22, 1912, in
Hog Market
at 5 a.m. in the Emergen- husband,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP, I USDA -18 Chief
Boyce Cravens, Hazel
Report
6 Buying Stations
33
4
5
, she was the Estimated receipts cattle and calves ReceiptsIncludes
3
cy Room of Murray- to whom she
37
Act 532 Est 500 Barrows & Gilts
20 Test
was married daugh
1,100; slaughter steers and heifers fully
steady
Sows
steady 50 lower
ter of the late untested; slaughter cows and bulls
Calloway County in 1936; two
22 Brown as
38
40
41
42
US I-2210-240
nephews, William
$45 75-46 OS
bread
Chilcutt and Ten- about steady: slaughter calves steady: US 2 200-210 lbsIhs
Hospital. He had been Randall and
644 7545 75
'43
Martin R. nessee
4
vealers weak to 2.00 lower; feeder
45
23
Later
46
US
2210-250
lbs
Shipley Chilcutt. steers near steady for kind and quality
945 2545 75
stricken ill at his home.
Allbritton, Carbondale,
24 Deep sleep
US 2-3250-270 lbs
$44 25-45 25
4
One son, William F. on offer: feeder heifers 1.00-2.03 lower. Sows
49
The Murray man came
26 Ship channel
Slaughter steers choice 31000 lb. inUS 1-2 770-350 lbs
Taylor, preceded her in dividual 65 25: good and choice
00-33 00
to Murray to reside after
27
Muse of
5,4
2-3 875The funeral will be
PP
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
632 00-34 00
1335 lbs. 57.00-61.40; standard and good
death.
poetry
retiring in 1967 from La Wednesday
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
57
134 0035 50
58
at 2 p.m. at
1-2 1245-1270 lbs, including dairybreds
1
60
28 Pigpens
US 1-3500-650 Its
She is survived by her 53.25-54.50; slaughter heifers good
635 OD-37 50
Salle Steele Co., Ham- the Union
and
Grove Baptist husba
US 2-3 300-503 lbs
61
$31 00-32 013
31 At no time
62
choice 2-3 845-1150 lbs. 57.00-61.03: comnd,
63
Curtis
mond,Ind.
Russel
l;
Boars
P2.50-35
Church, Puryear. The
34 The self
mercial cows 3-5 41.75-44.25; utility 1-3
one daughter, Mrs. Billie 39.75-44.5
Born May 14, 1910, in Rev. A. Taylo
excessive
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full
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r will of- Kirkendoll,
Trigg County, he was the ficiate.
Paris; one discounted down to 38.25: cutter 1-2
36.00-3890: canner and cutter under 800
son, Eddie W. Taylor, lbs.
son of the late W.M. Scott
33.75-38.25; slaughter bulls grade I
Burial will follow in the
for a))
all your T - oyel ReservotIonS Coll
Clarksville, Tenn.; one 1255-1895 lbs. 5750-58.75, grade 1-3 1091)and 011ie Hicks Scott.
Union Grove Cemetery.
1890 lbs. 53.50-56.25; grade 2 1045-1280
brothe
r,
Joe
Survivors include his
Chilcu
tt,
lbs.
51.25-52.7
5:
choice
and'high
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In charge of ar170-270 lb. vealers 73.00-86.50; choice
Paris.
wife, Mrs. Edna Ahart rangemen
ts is the
350-500 lb. calves 54.00-67.50.
Also surviving are 13 Feeder steers medium frame
Scott; one daughter, Miss Williams
1 30°and Rawls grandchildre
n, 13 great- 500 lbs. mostly 67.50-73.00. few up to
Carolyn Scott, at home; Funeral
Home, Paris, grandchild
75.50; 500-600 lbs. 65.00-69.50; 600-700
ren and a lbs. 60.50-65.75; 700-175 lbs. 56.00-65.7
three sons, Frankie Scott, Tenn., where
5;
friends may niece,
Wide Selection
Mrs. Billy Ray large frame 1 900-1020 lbs. 60.0041.25.
504 South Sixth St., call from
3 to 8 p.m. today Humph
medium frame 2300-500 lbs. 62.0047.00;
reys.
Johnny Scott, at home, (Tuesday).
500-760 lbs. 55.00-65.00; large frame 2
- GVP.Prting
Holsteins 300-500 lbs. 57.0040.75: 500-7013
and Dewey Scott, Lake
American and international Troveltime
lbs. 53.50-59.75; 800-975 lbs. 49.00-52.00;
Village, Ind.; one sister,
heifers medium frame 1 300-500 lbs.
56.0042.50; 500-600 lbs. 55.00-58.80; 600Mrs. Orlene Underhill,
715 lbs. 55.75-59.50; medium frame 2300208 E. Main — 753-3361
Caidz; four grand500 lbs. 53.00-56.00: 500-700 lbs. 51.01)Mrs. Fannie Steele, 91, one sister, Mrs. Mertie 55.00.
children; one greatMurray, died today at Outland, Murray.
Hogs 950; barrows and gilts steady to
grandchild.
weak: 1-2225-245 lbs. 46.20-46.35; 2 225J.H. Churchill Funeral 250
6:30 a.m. at the Calvert
lbs. 46.00-46.25; 2-3235-270 lbs. 45,50Home is in charge of 4610; 3 245-260 lbs.
City Nursing Home.
44.00-45.00; 260-285
lbs.
0; few 300 lbs. 40.00-40.60,
She was a member of funeral and burial ar- sows43.00-44.0
steady to 50 lower; 1-2 300-350 lbs.
37.00-37.50,
the First Baptist Church. rangements.
Born June 29, 1891, in
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Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late A.M. Geurin and BetServices for Mrs. tie Sweatt
Geurin.
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day at 2 p.m. in the daughter,
Mrs. Mary
chapel of Max Churchill Brown
Only!
Wicker, and one
Funeral Home. The Rev. son, Caldw
Buy
A
Filler
Spool Of
ell Steele.
Eddie Young and the
She is survived by one
Berkley Trilene Fishing
Rev. Billy Turner will of- son, John
McClain Steele,
ficiate. Music will be by Rt. 6; a
Line & Get A Coupon
son-in-law, HerChoir of Sinking Spring man K.
Wicker, Murray;
For
A Free Zebco Reel
Baptist Church.
Members of the Adult
From Berkley Trilene
Women's Class No. 5 of
—3111-irth g Spring
Church will serve as an
honorary group.
Active pallbearers will
be Steve Goodman,
Charlie Arnett, Roy
Perich, Bobby McDermott, Dewayne Hendley
New Shipment
and Donnie Draper.
Mrs. Viola Rice
Burial will follow in the Fulghum, mother of Mrs.
Of Bagley Baits
Sinking Spring Cemetery. Jerry Berry of Murra
Just Arrived
y,
Friends may call at the died Sunday at Parkview
funeral home.
Hospital, Dyersburg,
We'll Fill Your Reel For
Mrs. Sanders, 77, Rt. 4, Tenn.
Only
2' A Yd.
died Monday at 3:15 a.m.
She was 74 years of age
at her home.
and a retired teacher. She
She is survived by one was the widow of Leon
daughter, Mrs. Ben Fulghum.
1
Newton, Rt. 4; one son,
Graveside services
David Orr, Mayfield; one were today at 10 a.m. at
808 Chestnut
sister, Mrs. J.C. Good- the Fairview Cemetery,
Murray 753-0703
X
man, Rt. 4; eight grand- Dyersburg. J.W. Curry
children; two great- and Son Funeral Home
grandchildren.
was in charge of arBorn June 11, 1905, in rangements.
Graves County, she was
the daughter of the late
Lon Arnett and Mary Ann
U4127
Young Arnett.
COMPLETE
WITH
ATTACHMENTS!

Hog market
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ravel
surnigrakept
fires
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

00047

For The Handy Dad

Thorson
Hand Tools

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

mber
ns to
ntire
that
for

Mrs.Sanders'
rites planned
Wednesday

and
ent
with
will
and
us."
ce R.
ently
t vice
n to

Save
now
on the
entire
line of Hoover
products!

This Week

Cypress Garden
Water Skies

Mrs. Berry's
mother dies
at Dyersburg

-58

unc.

-313
+38
+313
-14

unc.
+3,4
8 -44

HOOVER.

Celebrity" III
Vacuum Cleaner

RETAIL
VALUE
'79.95

Sports
Specialist

.8.28

Mrs. Foster
dies;former
local resident

Final rites for Mrs.
Vera Tinsley Foster, 51,
North Reading, Mass.,
formerly of the Lynn
Grove Community, were
conducted May 22 in
Boston.
Mrs. Foster died May
20 after a brief illness.
Her husband, Alfred
Foster, had died from an
apparent heart attack on
May 17.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Don
Keleher of Mutheum,
Miss., and Mrs. Steven
Coyan of North Reading,
Mass.; two grandchildren, Valerie and
Adam Coyan of North
Reading.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Gerald (Edna) Canter, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, and Mrs. Eugene
(Ruth) Held, Dayton,
Ohio; three brothers,
Fred Tinsley and Leon
Tinsley, Dayton,and L.E.
Tinsley,Scottsdale, Ariz.
-

••••••••

-

KAI STUMP
REMOVAL
Wt tea remove

stumps up
to 24' below the ground
135 4343o, 133-4319

•m•

MURRAY SUPPLY CO

Mrs. Fannie Steele dies today

SAVE
21.95

Register For A Corvette Replica

HOOVER

This Replica GO-KART Is Powered By A 3/
1
2 H.P. 4 *
Cycle Briggs & Stratton Engine. Come Register Today. *
_,Ar No Purchase Necessary. Register Deadline, June 30. *
A' Drawing Will Be held July 15, 1983. You Must be 18 To
* Register.
a

Self-Propelled
GONICEPT
ON E'm

Cleaning System

Of Your Choice & Receive A Free 2 Liter Coke
Or Diet Coke. Limit 1 Per Family, You Must Be 4(
.T18 To Qualify. Offer Ends June 16th.

*
*
*

t

*

SAVE $50.95

USES
NO
PAPER
BAGS

r

Dwain Taylor
U.S. 641 So.

RETAIL VALUE

RETAIL VALUE
279.95

*
*
*
*

'.
OLET
TAKING CHARGE CHEVR

• Permanent 3 qt. dust cup
• Headlight/dual edge lights
• Dual edge-cleaning

QuedreflesT"Agitator
Deep-cleaning kinetic action leaves
carpet beautifully brushed and
groomed.
Edge Cleening...Plus
edge brusher deep cleans close to
the wall.
Automatic Carpet Adjustment
adapts to most carpet. Special
deep shag & plush settings'
16 Qt. Disposable Bag with
quick Et clean change system
Twin Lamp Floodlight
helps seek out litter

*********************************
******
*
s., Come In And Take A Demo Drive In Chevolet

;

SAVE '25.95

ONLY
4
LEFT

RETAIL
VALUE
$99.95

t***********************
COME ON IN
*„.L. And

r

Convertible
Upright u

*

SAVE '60

MODEL U3311

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
TRUE VALUE HARDWARE

hevrolet 7p-26T7
:
:itc;;;Z:
it
l T=fc******1
-
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Your Individual ,
Horoscope
I
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 8, 1983
What kind of day will tomor- others, if having difficulty
row be? To find out what the with a work project.
stars say, read the forecast CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
given for your birth sign.
In romance you need to keep
your feet on the ground. Some
ARIES
receive invitations from co) Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Investigate catalogues for workers. Shop for children's
bargains. There may be necessities.
something of value in your AQUARIUS
junk mail. Participate in con- I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 )
A friend doesn't seem to
tests.
want to commit himself, but
TAURUS
entertaining at home is
I Apr. 20 to May 20'
Now's the time to spend favored. Some plan a special
special attention to personal outing for the family..
appearance. Buy yourself a PISCES
treat. Replenish your war- )Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 I
Fuzzy thinking affects
drobe.
career endeavors. Pay extra
GEMINI
attention to details. Be sure to
May 21 to June 20)
Disregard a rumor. Catch keep in touch with family
up with unfinished tasks. members afar.
YOU BORN TODAY can be
Some time by yourself leads to
new insights. A shut-in would an innovator in your field. You
have a rich imagination and
appreciate a visit.
the ability to commercialize
CANCER
your artistic talents. Music,
(June 21 to July 22
Do further research regar- painting, writing, sculpture
ding a friend's suggestion and architecture are some of
about work. Be sure to keep the fields in which you'll find
fulfillment. You may also be
the confidences of others.
drawn to acting and
LEO
brokerage. You like large
(Jul) 23 to Aug. 22
You could make a mistake enterprises and are inclined to
in judgment if you mix take risks. You have executive
business and pleasure. Still, a ability and should rise to a
friend or business colleague is position of leadership. Birthdate of: Robert Preston, achelpful.
tor
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 I
If you're confused about a
business or real estate matter,
consult with advisers. Those
making business trips meet
with success.

nril.

LIBRA

E
TIRE SA L( Save 25%
To 40% On
Blemished
Tires
Many Sizes
Available

Front End
Alignment
Only S 1 6.00

Economy Tire
8, Service

I'VE NEVER LOANEC'
ANYONE A PAR OF
SHOES BEFORE SIR

IT'S REALLY FUN

GALLONAGE BLOCK

RATE

First 2,000 gallons
Next 3,000 gallons
Next 5,000 gallons
Next 10,000 gallons
Over 20,000 gallons

$5.90 minimum
$1.90 per 1,000 gallons
$1.50 per 1,000 gallons
$1.15 per 1,000 gallons
$0.85 per 1,000 gallons

Minimum
Bill'

Usage

Meter Size

$ 5.90
7.80
11.60
19.10
26.00

2,000 gallons
3,000 gallons
5,000 gallons
10,000 gallons
16,000 gallons

5/8-inch
3/4-inch
1-inch
11/2-inch
2-inch

*Usage in excess of that allowed by the minimum bill shall be
charged in accordance with the approved rate schedule.

Connection Charges
Charge

Meter Size

$460
490
540
655
Actual Cost

5/8-inch meter
3/4-inch meter
1-inch meter
11/2-inch meter
2-inch meter

2. Notice
Auto glass, plate glass
and window glass,
aluminum store fronts
installed, glass table
tops, mirrors (cut to
size). Repair storm
doors, windows also
screens. Patio door
glass repair. Replace
store front doors and
closers. Shower door,
make-up glass
showcases. M&G Glass
Company, 816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0180.
Having company or
going on a picnic? Let
1890's, Dixieland Center, prepare chicken
33nd the extras. Special
rates for orders over 30
pieces. 753-3604.
Visit Antique City Mall,
Hwy. 45E of Humbolt
Tn. One of the South's
largest selection of
Antique Flea Market
each weekend. Open
daily except Monday.
Call 901-784-3422.

DONT WORRY, MARCIE ...I'LL
TAKE 600P CARE OF THEM

3. Card of Thanks

2. Notice
Area's Largest Dealer
SARUM'ANIMAS
611-Drate-IDM
!Beal Our Deals!
You Cals.
Sales-Service

ClArnms
113 S. Oh St
Murray, NI. 153-1515

Paducah Gun
& Knife Show
Sat & Sun
June llth& 12th
Executive Inn
Riverfront
Conventio
Center North 3r
Executive Blvd.
Paducah, Ky.
Bu , Sell or Trade

CARD OF
THANKS
The family of
Mrs. Eva Walls
would like to thank
all the friends and
relatives for their
kindness and compassion shown during her illness and
passing. A special
thanks to the
nurses and doctors
at MCCH. Also
Rev. Grinstead.
An added appreciation for the
cards, calls,
flowers and food.
May God bless all
of you.
J.W. Walls and
family
Payne family.

PONT GET
THEM DIRTY

- BUT I CAN'T
REACH THE
BOOKS ON THE
HIGH SHELVES

DO YOU
MIND IF I
PRACTICE
STANDING
ON MY
TI PPYTOES?

OF
COURSE
NOT

1983 United Feature Syndicate.
MARK LASKY-

Trucks
Trailers
Buses, Inc.
U.S. 641 S.
Murray, Ky.
753-1372
THIJCPLS MAE WHAT
WE RE ALL ABOUT

6. Help Wanted
LADIES. How about a

career that will let you
be the mother and wife
you want to be? START
AT THE TOP part time.
Be a Supervisor for
House of Lloyd, nation's
No. 1 Toy-Gift-DecorParty plan. Hire train
demonstrators July to
Dec. WORK FROM
HOME. Excellent pay.
Business, teaching or
party plan helpful. Call
Debbie soon. 1-500-6534704 or.1-502-355-2638.
$250 to $500 WEEKLY
PAYCHECKS (FULLY
G UARANTEED)
working part of full
time at home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office every
Wednesday. Start immediately. No experience necessary.
National Company. Do
your work right in the
comfort and security of
your own home. Details
and application mailed.
Send your name and
address to:
K EYSTONE INDUSTRIES, HIRING
D EPT. 33, 8480
FREDERICKSBURG
RD., SAN ANTONIO,
TEXAS 78229.
Air freight delivery
driver. Must have
commerical drivers
license. Drive truck,
van, pickup. Frequent
overnight in Nashville.
Must be 21 or over and
have good driving record. Must be a hustler.
$4.00 hour to start.
Contact Sunbird
Airlines, 489-2199 for
interview.
Government Jobs federal, state, civil
service. Many openings
available. Call (refundable) 1-(619)-569-0241
Dept. KY114 for details.
NURSES
REGISTERED
We are presently seekin
experienced RNs for full and
pert time positions in
nursing management and
war special core omits.
Unlimited gross
opportunities, salary
with
Comm
e xperience pies shift
iel. Excellent
diff
benefits including, health
end dowel insurance, paid
vacation end holidays,
hospital paid INe insurance,
excellent insersice
pogroms, retirement and
annuity programs. Apply in
person or send resew* to:
Baptist Memorial
Nespitel-Union City,
Personnel Dept.
P.O. flex 310
Union City, Tema.
38261
901-815-2410
1/0/E

Needlecrafter. Teach
others needlecraft, set
your own hours, excellent earnings, training
provided, management
opportunity available.
Call Kathy,502-898-7543.
Respectful lady to live
in with invalid lady,
room, board, salary.
759-1661.

ON PAWS
I HAD TO MAKE A BIG
FUSS AT THE CARPENTRY
GPOP BUT THEY FINALLY

SAW IT MY WAY

'ARPENTRY
-5HOP

9. Situation Wanted
esponsibTe young
person between ages 14
and 18 to keep children
part time. Must have
references. Call 753-8184
after 5p.m.

10. Business Opportunity
EVERVE6ODY GIVES ME
ADVICE WHEN I DON'T
ASK
FOR IT

Oriental and American
Gift Shop (or shelf and
showcase only) for sale.
7 5 3 - 2 8 8 0

(10a.m.-10p.m.)

11. Instruction
Private tennis lessons
available. $6 per hour.
Contact Brad McNutt,
753-1580.

14. Want to Buy

CHIN UP.
I'LL BE
THERE
SOON,.

Frigid
cheap.

753-4980.

SEE, FEEL, AND DRIVE
THE DIFFERENCE'

Minimum Bills for Large Meters

THINK ABOUT
A BIG,JUICY
BONE,OPIE

I'M GETTING A NIEW
PESK TOPAY.
.0,1r46 To BE LONGER
THAN YOURS

Avocado green
aire, will sell

Public Service Commission Order dated May 6, 1983 (Case No.
87321 prescribed the following changes in rates and charges for
customers of Murray No. 1 Water District:

1983 Unaed Feature Synclocate Inc

GOING TO THE
LIBRARY

24. Miscellaneous

2. Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
CUSTOMERS OF MURRAY NO. 1 WATER DISTRICT

Fraaces Drake

(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Some minor business gains
can be made now, but leave
nothing up to chance. Consult
with experts. Attend to credit
matters.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 28 to Nov. 21)
Morning hours do not favor
shopping. Be sure to confer
with partners before making
decisions affecting joint interests.
SAGEFP*RIUS
)
1efigF
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
The day begins on a sluggish
note. Ealist the support of

M Mir310I30la

Trained Border Collie
or Australian Sheep
Dog. Call 437-4365 after
6p.m.
Used air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 7530104.
Used canoe, 17 ft. Phone
436-2667 after 5p.m. '

IS. Articles for Sale
Maternity clothes, like
new,size 9. 489-2669.
Window Fan, 20", 3
speed, reversible, metal
blades, thermostat
control, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
17sed furniture, like..
brand new for sale, low
price. Call 7534880,
10a.m.-10pon.

Broyhill Colonial dining
room suite, 3 pieces,
hutch, dry sink, harvest
size table and 6 high
back chairs, like new
used one time. 753-8720.
Food compactor, like
new. 753-3720.
New Magic Chef, engergy saver,
Powerhouse Dishwasher, $235. Call
753-5940.

18. Sewing Machines
Singer Sewing
Machines, Sales and
Service, new and used.
Repair-Parts for all
makes. Call 753-5323,
Bel Air Center, Murray,
Ky.

19. Farm Equipment
2 Row John Deere Corn
Planter, excellent condition. 753-5561.
314 John Deere Lawn
Tractor, 48 inch mower
Hydro static, excellent
condition, will trade for
smaller mower. Call
753-6555 or 753-9648.
New Bush Hog type
mower, $325 up. John
Kough .frquipment
Sales. 382-2207.
Tillers, chain drive, 5
h.p. Briggs and Stratton
engines. $269.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

20. Sports Equipment
Winchester, Ruger,
Browning, S&W, hand,
rifle, and shotguns and
Ammo. Panasonic
AM/FM/shortwave
12/110V radio; 8 inch
12/110V Sony Color
TV.; Tasco Armored
Bynolculars. All like
new. Paris Landing.
901-232-8398.

Wood for sale. $22.50
rick delivered. • Also
build plank fences. 492
8979 aft* 5p.m.

26. TV-Radio
TV Rentals, $10 a week
Murray Rental and
Sales. 200 East Main St.,
Murray. 753-8201.

27. Mobile Home Sales
10x50 2 BR., bath, living
room, kitchen, $800.
Utility pole with 100
amp. service, $150.
753-0824.
1975 Sahara 14x60 house
trailer, $6,000, all elec
tric, partly furnished.
Seen) at Fox Meadows
A-20.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
12x60 very nice, furnished, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3895 after
5p.m.
A nice 2 br. trailer to see
at Shady Oaks or call
753-5209.
Trailer for rent. Dills
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom, all electric mobile home, 1.5
miles east of Murray,
deposit required. Call
753-2532.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent
2 Apts., one efficiency,

$100 per month. And a 1
bedroom apt., $120 per
moth. Deposits requir'td. Call 753-2532.
Brand new Ozard Log
22. Musical
Duplex, prestigious liv
8 pc. Apollo Drum Set, • frig for singles, 3 miles
Zildyian cymbols, exfrom town, $200, no
cellent condition, price,.
pets. 753-8848 before
negotiable. Call
9p.m.
753-9472. '
Efficiency apt., air
Complete drum set,
conditioner furnished,
$125. Call 7591959.
adjacent to Urliversity.
753-6045 after 5p.m.
23. Exterminating
Furnished 1 or 2 bedServall Termite and
room apts. Zimmerman
Pest Control Company.
Apts., S. 16th, 753-6609.
20 yrs. experience. Call
Furnished 4 room
Eddie Williams, 753apartment near down8779.
town. References, deposit required, $1$0
24. Miscellaneous
month. 753-3690.
go
Cyclops
Seater
2
Nice clean furnished .1
and
Briggs
h.p.
cart, 5
BR apt., a/c, walking
Stratton motor, $200.
distance from campus,
Rampar bicycle with
$100 per month.
fult wheel, chromoly
753-7276.
handle bars Alloy
Gooseneck, $100. Call
One or two bedroom
753-7791.
apts., near downtovin
Murray. 753-4109, 76aAluminum extension
6650 or 436-2844.
ladders. 14 ft. $38.99, 16
ft. $42.99, 20 ft. $54.99, 24
One bedroom furnished
ft. $69.99, 28 ft. $97.99, 32
or unfurnished. 2 bedft. $137.99. Wallin
room furnished, lease
Hardware, Paris.
and deposit, adults only,
no pets. Call 753-9208
Electric coin changer,
after 4p.m.
like new, used 3 months,
worth $1,000, will take
Small neatly furnished 1
$500. 437-4826 anytime.
bedroom apt. Located
100 S. 13th.
Exercise Sears belt
Massager. 753-4487.
Three bedroom, 1'2
bath duplex, deposit
For Sale Intelevision
required,' $180 plus $180
Master Component,
month rent. No pets. To
$125. 26 cartridges, $20
see go to 402 S. 6th St.
each. All in excellent
condition. Also a car top
Three room furnished,
luggage carrier, never
air, carpet, lots of
closets. Can be seen at
been used. 753-4783.
Owen's FOod Market,
New Air Compressors,
1407W. Main.
commercial 5 h.p., 60
gallon tank, 15.1 CFM
Two bedroom Town
per minute. Retail $1,
House apt., carpet,
295. Special $695. We
central heat and air,
deliver. 901-749-0091 day
range refrigerator,
or night.
dishwasher, disposal,
good location. Call 753New tobacco sticks for
7559 or 753-7550.
sale, 1,000 or more, 15
cents each delivered,
Two bedroom duplex
cut to your size. Also
near University, quiet
saw dust, $1.50 ft.,
residential neighborlength of bed. 901-479hood, $225 monthly.
1756.
753-8096.
Rear Tine Tillers,
Two bedroom, furBriggs and Stratton
nished apt. $100 deposit,
engine, chain drive, 3
$200 'monthly. Near
forward speed and recampus. Call 759-9969.
verse. 5 h.p. $499.99, 8
Two bedroom apt.,
h.p. $599.99. Wallin
partly furnished,
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
married couple or girls.
Call 753-3106 or 436-2671.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
2
Two bedroom apt.,
Boyer, 753-0338,
block off college campus, students or family.
Stainless Steel Kitchen
Call 753-4645 after 2
Sinks, double compartment, I hole, sell
p.m.
rimming, $29.99. Wallin
Two room partly furHardware, Paris, Tenn.
nished, share kitchen.
Call 753-8558.
Strawberries. Plenty of

clean strawberries. 60
cents quart or 40 cents a
pound. Located 3 miles
from Mayfield on Hwy.
121. Watch for
strawberry sign. 10
percent discount if you
bripg this ad.
Used railroad ties.
Hwy. 348 in Benton
across from Jim
Gaulers Auto Sales.
Phone 527-3904 or 5279918 after 4:00p.m.

33. Rooms for Rent
Men student, private
room with central air
and kitchen facilities.
1626 Hamilton. Call
436-5479 after 4p.m.

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR, stove and refrigerator furnished, in
town, fenced in backyard. Call 759-1135.

SUMMER WORK
Interviews
$250-$285 Weekly
Will consider College students
and College bound High school
Seniors.
Work away from Murray, Longer
Hours. Interviews Thursday, June
9, 1983 Murray State University
Center, Mississippi Room, 3:00
P.M. and 5:30 P.M.
Casual Dress, No Calls, Parents,
Welcome.
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$22.50
- Also
S. 492

I

week.
and
in St.,

les
living
$800.
h 100
$150.
house
I elec
ished.
adows

ntals

34. Houses for Rent

43. Real Estate

46. Homesfor Sale

46. Homesfor Sale

mir 31E"3E in 7:1
49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
3 Bedroom brick ranch, For rent
53. Services Offered
or sale with
2 full baths, family
1981
AMC
option to buy: nice 2
Spirit, low APPLIANCE SERWET
BASE
MENT
?
We
room with fireplace, bedro
WILL
STROUT
om brick home, mileage. 759-9563 or VICE . Kenmore,
make wet basements 759-4414 MOW LAWNS!
living room, patio, feu- locate betwee
or 759-9246.
REALTY
d
Westinghouse,
n Hardin 753-0347.
dry.
Work
comple
tely
ced yard. Nicely land- and Aurora
Whirlpool. 21 years
. Call 753guaranteed. Call or We clean and repair air
INTER
IOR
scaped, TVA approved 8324.
experience. Parts and
write Morgan Con- conditioners, also we
50. Used Trucks
EXTERIOR
insulation package.
Office Coast to Coen
service
.
Bobby
structi
Hoppe
on Co. Rt. 2, Box buy used air conr
Hills
Lake Trees...Ail 1979
New oven and hot water
PAINTING
Boyers from Everywhere
Bob's
Chev
role
Appli
t
409A,
ance
Paducah, Ky. ditioners. Dill Electric.
Serthree
for your enjoyheater. Tastefully deReheble Service Siam 1500
753-9104.
Silverado Pickup, tilt vice 202 S. 5th
42001
call
or
1-442-7026.
ment.
Locate
St.
d atop a steering,
corated. In excellent
1512 Coldwater Reed
WALLP
APERI
cruise
NG
,
elec753-4
872,
753-8
knoll
886
of undisturbed tric
Will do plumbing, car- We service all Briggs
condition, located in
windows and locks, (home).
Merray, Kentucky 42071
natural beauty overpentry
, painting, haul- Stratton, Tecumseh,
city
in
pleasant
ac, 3.50 V-8. 753-6308.
(502)753-0186
looking the lake is this
ing
and
roofing. Call Kohler and Lawn Boy
neighb
orhood
. Call 753Anytime
Gilsons.
cozy cabin just waiting 51. Campers
753-9600.
9567.
kriens, John Deere,
JOE L. KENNON
for you. Priced in the
Will do yardwork, Master
Attrac
tive
three
Cut mowers.
Broker
bed- mid 20's with owner Azion Motor Home,
babysitting and Poulan
753-3716
room brick home with financing
Chain Saws and
Licensed & leaded
to qualified 5,900 miles, w/vw diesel
housework. Reliable.
living room, dining buyer.
others. Special quotes
753-5292
Dial 753-1492 at tow car. $35,000 value
753-9853.
room, family room with Centu
on pickup and delivery.
V.
* FREE
ry 21, Loretta Cash or trade offers
Will
fireplace, two full Jobs Realto
haul
white
rock, Hazel Lawn and Garden
considered. Paris Lanrs.
sand, lime, rip rap and Center, 3)1 Main,
baths, eat in kitchen,
ding (901) 232-8398.
Hazel,
Call
utility room, central Priced to sell! Seven
Need work on your masonary sand, coal. Ky. 492-8147.
trees?
Call
Layto
air, heat pump, wall to room house in town, full 52, Boats Motors
n
Topping, prunHutson
Tim Barber
37. Livestock-Supplies
ing, shaping, complete 753-4545
wall carpet and custom basement and upstairs,
tor all types
11
/
2
baths,
front
753-8299
porch
14'2"
CL14
remova
Sailbo
l
drape
and more. Call
at,
s throughout,
Horses Boarded. Stalls
B OVER'S TREE
dishwasher, electric enclosed in glass. Gas 5'7" beam, mainsail,
NICIWITGOIMIEIFflt
of carpentry work.
and pasture. Space
SERVICE for Pro
range, safe, well in- heat, good shade trees, jib, unsinkable hull.
Experienced, Free Estima
available. $20 per
Appointments mode
fessional tree care
sulated, patio and gar- good location, next to Umcomplicated rig.
month. 753-3010.
park.
Call
153-3188
753-279
or
Excel
153-2864
8
or
lent
day-sailing
753-0338.
for your convenience. age with attic for stor- 753-018
0.
and racing. Little dude
age, nicely decorated
P ROFESSIONAL
38. Pets-Supplies
lin
Catalo Sales Agency Full time sales
traile
r. Reasonable. Air Condit
throughout. Assumable Spacious 3 BR brick
ioner, Dryer, CARPET CARE
associ
Cut S 10
ates
Call
753-3888.
evening
AKC' black Labrador
loan with guaranteed ranch, central heat and
Washer and Freezer; Offers: .Traffic Area
Retrievers, male $100,
phones.
fixed Interest rate. Call air, 4 yrs. old, wood- 14' Boat, Glasspar 1963, repaired. Call Sure-Fix Treatment. *Spot Re
Boy's 20"
Rent
female $75, excellent
/
2 car garage, 2 motor 50 h.p. Mercury Appliance and
7 5 3 - 3 0 9 0 f or stove, 11
MX Bike
Re- moval. .Furniture AMERICA'S
bloodlines. 623-8813.
Amos McCarty. . . /53-2249
baths, large patio, $49, 1965 and trailer. frigerator Servic
appointment.
e.
759- Moving. •Exclusive
Was 579.99
HOST
900.
Hwy.
121,
betwee
759-195
Theresa
n
0.
Cleane
Knight
rs.
1322.
. . 153-1128
By owner, 2 bedroom
.Power Ex
AKC registered Golden
traction. •Rtiking or dui,(kaolin lior carpirts
home on Coles Cam- Mayfield and Murray 14 ft. Merricraft Fishing Appliance repair
Retriever puppies, $100
Joyce Betsworth. 153-9380
work Nap
Now 69
"
near
Callow
County
ay
pground Rd., low 20's:
Brushing.' •Carpet
Boat,
each, male or female.
Gin Spans
Line Rd. Assume mor- trailer 18 h.p. motor, all brands. Specialize in Protection.
153-2581
753-0412.
, trolling motor, Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
We pledge
753-6986 after 5p.m.
tage at 111
/
Anna legearth . 153-2411
2 percen
to live up to our name,
Murray
300 Mom
By owner, four bed- interest. Call owner t depth finder, $600. 753- 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Peg's Parlor. All breed
at 0864.
to give you the most
room,
two baths, living 489-2325. Also 13/4
dog grooming. 753-2915,
acres
professional work
room, dining room, building
Early Bird
9-4p.m. Peggy Gardner.
site, sloping 15 ft. Aluminum
44. Lots for Sale
56. Free Column
possible, using pro
Richline Boat. 354-6647.
large den, large kit- with trees,
Discou
10%
nt
Registered Pointer Bird
30x48 stor
fessional equipment
701
S.
4th
St.
Two adorable long
Dog puppies, 3 months 4 Cemetery plots for chen, two car garage, age building in Coldwa- 1983 24 ft. Pontoon Boat
Roof Pr
applied by pro
haired kittens. Call
with 1982 70 h.p.
old, championship sale. Murray Memorial nice lot. Edinborough ter, $12,900.
753-0
839
fession
als.
Profes
sional
Drive, low $80's. By
435-4268.
Evinrude motor. Boat
bloodlines. 753-8848 Gardens. 753-4050.
Carpet Care. Murray,
appointment. 759-1303.
47. Motorcycles
fully equipped, has new
before 9p.m.
Twenty acres at Pirates
gill10111111 Ky. 502-753-0274.
trolling motor. Boat anc
Cove at Lake. Excellent By owner reduced $17, 1973 Kawas
Painting - Paperhangaki,
41. Public Sale
for year round homes or 000, beautiful Colonial 2 condition, 10,000 good motor has less than 5
miles hrs. of use.
Get a second opinion. ing, Interior Exterior,
vacations. Has been story home, located on 2 on complete overha
753-0746
Commercial
ul, after 5p.m.
Resurveyed into 5 acre scenic acres, approx. $450. Call 753-9701.
Free Estimates. Ex- sidential,
Will clean your
20 years, retracts. All twenty acres 4,000 sq. ft. with 4 or 5
Completely Rigges 16 ft.
cellent
feren
ces,
refere
nces.
1979
free
650
Specia
esl 'with Aluminum Bass
for only $25,500. For bedrooms, large den,
Boat,
timates. Tremon
Coll
1
2 baths, extras. Call after 6p.m. 70 h.p. with power trim,
more information call ,rec. room, 3/
Thurs. June 9
Farris
,
759-198
437-494
7.
5Spann Realty Assoc. entral heat, air,
Hugh Outland
depth finder, Aerated
1510 London Dr.
place insert. Central, 1979 Honda XR-80, good live well, autom
753-7724.
759-1
atic
718 759-1135
uum, intercom and condition. Call 753-6581.
bilge pump. Fully carCanterbury
stereo system. Double 1980 Honda CM
45. Farms for Sale
peted,
big wheel drive
-400T.
Estates
garage and 16x80 brick 753-3452, best offer.
on trailer. Priced to LEE'S CARPET Hauling and •custo
107 Acres, $335 per acre. and concrete patio.
m
CLEANING. Murray's
8-5
35 acres, $540 per acre. consider trade Will 1980 Yamaha 1100 Mid- sell. Call 753-3621 . After only professional Car- Spreading
for night Special. 5,000- 5p.m. call 753-4818. 72
acres, $290 per acre. smaller home.
pet Cleaning Company
Furniture, 1-901-2
Bobby Mohler
By ap- miles. Louver to
fit
47-5764
with over 12 years
pointment only. After
753-6692.
Camero. Trans Am type 53. Services Offered
household items, 4 Bedroom . home,
continous local service
76 6p.m. 753-7124.
753-4487.
using the most powerful
good used clothes, acres, 25 acres fenced Economical 3 bedroom car.
1981 1000 Suzuki
cleaning system made.
pasture, barns, pond, home newly
luminum and War!
listed in miles, like new,, 3,500
misc.
Hundreds of satisfied
wind
stream, tree farm, can Gatesborough.
kfiwg
Home jammer plus lots of
and Aluminum
repeat customers.
divide. 436-2625.
has been maticulously
extras, $2,500. 753-6802
'm for all houses. It
Licensed and Insured.
Yard Sale. 94 East, 12 CATTLE FAR
M, maintained both inside
We move the furniture
miles. All summer!
stops pointing.
DAIRY FAR, GEN- and out, has heat pump or 759-9562.
free. Free estimates, 24
TLEMEN FARMER - heating and cooling 1981 Honda CR 125,
Jock Glover
hour service, 1111
Come see this gently systems, large two car water cooled, pro-link
753-1873
Sycamore. 753-5827.
rolling acreage suitable garage with storage suspension, $800. 753Lawn mower and tiller
for your own heart's area and attractively 0334.
desire - 103 acres - priced at only $65,900. 1982 Honda Magna V45, Are you wanting to repair. Wayne Wilson. 3
some tendable, some Call KOPPERUD 4,500 miles, 2 helmets. spend your weekends at miles South on 121 or
Wed., Thurs., Fri. timber
Best offer. 753-3188 or the lake, but you can't call 753-5086.
, some pasture. REALTY,753-1222.
because you have to Licensed electrician
Included is a charming Lots
753-286
4 after 5p.m.
503 Elm St.
for
of value for the
mow your lawn? Let residential and corn
three acre homesite money in
New
Honda
this three
Discount Murra
y Lawn Service mercial. Heating and
surrounded by mature bedroom, two
bath Prices. GL500 Inters- do it for
fruit and nut trees. home close
you. We can air condition, gas intate, $2,895. GL500
to
the
keep
Chest of Located southwest and University. Den with Silvewing, $1,995. CB900
your lawn mowed, stallation and repair.
trimmed and looking Phone 753-7203.
very attractively fireplace and
drawers, lots of priced
nice Custom, $2,595. CB750
. Be Number one bookcases, covered CuStom, $2,195. CB750K, sharp all season. Re- Need uphols
tery work
asonable rates. Call for
odds and ends.
- call today 753-1492 - patio with a fence
11111111111
done? Bill's Upholstery
d $1,995. CB650 Custom, free estimate.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs backyard. Owner
759-924
4
will be happy to serve
has $1,795. CM400T, $1,395. or 759-444.
8-5
Realtors.
you. We do custom car,
moved and says sell. CM400E, $1,249. CAA400
ARCNITlaUltAL MASTERPIECE
NEW AND EXCLUSIVELY DIFFERENT
Get away from it all and Call KOPPERUD Custom, $1,449. CB750 Bob's Home Improve- van and truck interiors,
Contemporary style 5 bedroom home in exCustom built 4 bedroom 2' 2 both colonial
ment,
17 years building sunroofs, van windows,
Nigh
REALT
enjoy
thaw
peacef
Y,
k,
$2,39
753-122
ul
countr
8.
2.
y
43. Real Estate
clusive Subdivision. 5200 square feet of living
form style home. Pegged hardwood floors
CB650 Nighthawk, $1, experience, remodel- vinyl and convertible
living in this immacu- MUST SEE.
JUST NOW
area. All the amenities for luxurious family
choir roils, 2 decks and lots more. Located
late 2-3 bedroom brick ON THE MARKET. 998. VF750 Magna, $2, ing, additions, concrete tops. Tractor seats and
Purdom & Thurman
living.
Canterbury.
749. At Evans-Honda. work, repairs, general tarpes, all sizes and
home just minutes from This home is located
in
Insurance &
town. Features a large the city with county Paducah, Ky. 442-1655 home maintenance. Call shapes. Also furniture
or 442-1626. Closed 753-4501.
recreation room that schools. Features
upholstery. Free esReal Estate
incould be used in many clude excellent qualit Mondays.
Campbell's Tree Ser- timates-,- stork by 104 S.
Southside Court Sq.
y
ways. An additional 8/
13th St. or call 753-8085.
1
2 con§truction, well Kawaski 100KV.
753- vice. Topping, trimMurray, Kentucky
acres can be purchased. maintained interior and 5561.
ming and removal.
Priced in the $50's. Call exterior insul
753-4451
Fully insured. 1-502-527ation
KOPPERUD REALTY, (even under the floor), 49. Used Cars
0918.
753-1222.
14)(18 shop, heat pump, 1970 Chrysl
er Newport,
thermal controlled attic p.s., p.b., consol
FRESH ON TM MARKET
Low, Low Rotes.
LISTED THIS WEEK
e, air,
fan, fruit trees. Dine radio, needs paint.
Canterbury home with 3000 sq ft central
3 bedroom, 2'1 bath home in immaculate
Call Ales's.' Service Cs.
Satisfi
ed
Refere
nces.
informally in the 753-3442.
gas heat, 19 x 29 family room, fenced patio
condition, kitchen with island. Located in
Alaimo eel vinyl sieiet.
Free Estimates.
kitchen-den combo or
569.900.
Canterbury Estates. $79,900.
1975
dine formally in the autom Toyota Celica, custom trim work.
159-1983
atic transmisformal dining room.
References. Call Will Ed
sion, AM-FM, air, good
Tree
Work. Complete
The dining room could
hey, 153-1689.
condition, $1,750. 753removal, trimming.
also be used as the third 1940
after 5p.m.
Experienced, reasonabedroom. When have
ble rates. After 6p.m.
you known of a brick 1975 black Camaro L7, 1 Concre
te, block, brick, 753-0211.
home with a heat pump owner, real good car. basement
s, founpriced in the 40's. Call 489-2869.
dations, drive -ways, Fire Wood. Tree trimming and removing
753-1492 at Century 21 1976 Bobcat, 4 cylinder sidewalks,
patios, and
ALL THE NECESSARY QUALITIES
hedges and shrubs.
Runabout, very clean, chimneys.
OLDER CAN BE BETTER
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Free es- Free
To be rated o "greot'• home. Well planned all Spaciousness, character,
rebuil
esti
t
mate
engin
s
e,
charm and quiet
will
Picturesque and practimates. Call 753-5476.
brick tri-level with 3 big bedrooms, semi- neighborhood combine
753-5476.
tical are two words to trade, $1,350. 1803 Fence
to make this 4
sales at Sears
formal dining room, nicely arranged kitchen bedroom, 2 both home ideal
aptly describe the College Farm Rd.
property. Price
•
now. Call Sears 753-2310 Upholstery & Drapery
and beautiful den. Priced 560's.
reduced to $44,000.
cleaning is a job for
OOOOO•••••OOOOO morm•••••••;• merits of this 1977 LT Camaro, velour for free estima
te
for
factory trained experts
traditional home on the inside, excellent condi- your needs.
using only the best
market for the first tion. 759-4582.
GEN
ERA
L
HOME equipment. Satisfaction
time. The delightful 1978 Regal
Sport Coupe, REPAIR. 15 years exproportion and the ap- good tires, excell
absolutely Guaranteed.
ent perience. Carpentry,
• •••••••••••■•••111•11•11•M• •
Insured, Free Espealing details help condition. 759-4557.
concrete, plumbing, timate
create the charming
s. Lee's Carpet
1979 Pontiac Sunbird roofing, sliding. NO Cleani
image. You will observe
ng, 753-5827, 24
Sport Coupe, 6 cylinder, JOB TO SMALL. Free
hours, 1111 Sycamore.
there are three full 4
speed, air, stereo, estimates. Days 474baths located in such a 38,000
111W MING
miles, excellent 2359 or 753-6973, nights
LYNN GROVE AREA
manner to conveniently condition.
4 bedroom home on Poplar Street. Roomy
Call 753-044.5 474-2276.
Desirable 2 bedroom home with den
serve two distinct 8-5. 753-158
family
home
Mobil.
reosondb
ot
Nemo
Anchors
a
le
price - S39,900.
0 after 6p.m.
.
fireplace. good garden spot and over on ocre.
Guttering by Sears.
areas. The beamed
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
eaderpiewisig roofs mulled,
S28,500. Phone Kopperud Realty Today.
vaulted ceiling with 1981 Grand Prix, Sears continuous guteleminent petMs. Awniags
cherry wood in the loaded, low mileage, ters installed for your
carpets single mod deals.
family room will dieel. 753-5609 between specifications. Call
Jock Glover 153-1873.
naturally be everyone's 8a.m.-5p.m. After 5p.m. Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
favorite spot for family 759-4813.
living. You'll notice the CARS $100I- TRUCKS
appealing cornice work, $75! Available at local
aR 1141DIMan
fine window detailing, government sales. Call
and 5,000 brick in the (refundable) 1-(619)
Open Daily 9-9 Sunday 1-6
brick wall with 569-8304 ext. 1281 for
Gold
TI rir
A LOT FOR A UTTlf
Silver
INVESTOR'S DREAM
-fireplace, woodbox, and directory that shows
TT
Closed
Value and location makes this home perfect
Pool both house tennis courts gym building.
Closed
grill in the family room. you how to purchase. 24
for the first time buyer or retired. Full baselocated on 13 acres. Formerly Murray Tennis
Yesterday
The kitchen features 21 hrs.
407.00
Yesterday
11.65
ment and priced in the 520's. Price Reduced
Center 5175.000. Coll Kopperud Realty for
feet of cabinet space, Car $100! Trucks $75!
Opotood Tetley 402.00
°pond Today 11.15
Phone 753-1222
more detoils.
warming lights and a Available at local
'• il
A
'. •
.50
breakfast area by a government sales. For
;
double window. Call information call
Compliments of
•
753-1492 Century 21, (refundable) 1-312-931We buy Gold. Silver
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
7056, ext. M-1774.
Cpi,LD & SILVER and Diamonds
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours
10-8 Daily,
Seeking on ambitious and enthusiastic
1 2-S Sunday.
career
Steel Metal Stamping Company Needs:
OLYMPIC PLAZA
minded individual to manage MAURICES,
Murray's
exciting contemporary womens and mins
fashion
•Exporioacfml oloctrician with kaowlodge of machine matrol
tARGAIN
specialty store!
ATTRACTIVE MiNGALOW
circuits, sioctrical triable 'booths, mporisoco, 440V-3 phase
Mobile horn. only 3 miles from town. Priced located close to the Universi
ty. Neat as a pin
wiring systems. Most have wanufactoring plant imprisons.
at only S15.000
To qualify, you must possess a proven
and priced at 530,000. Contact o "Home
success
Ifolpfol to know rosittoom s,et wailing.
record in retail fashion sales. Manoge
Team" Member at Kopperud Realty.
rnent
background necessary.
•Molotwessece woo mporisocod with mond stoat*, press
ogolponsat; such as, feeders, straight000rs, c.i noels. Also
MAURICES offers on excellent salary
shield he orporiersmil I poimmatics aiM pips fitting.
commensurate with background, benefit
pockoge,
joins on outstanding tamer davolopment
opportunity.
•Aatoramic press operators for motol stomping dies mewled
for bud shift. Most know how to set op and thou operate
New end Existing Stores Available.
For more information, contact
lonvev•tve Mos.
Rawl
3 Bedroom, 2 bath,
stove and refrigerator,
disposal, has flue,
basement, newly redecorated, available
now, adults only, no
pets, $275 a month plus
deposit, 753-6047.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
Nice 2 BR brick. Also 3
BR, 1V2 bath mobile. 3
room apt. 2 BR
furnished apt.
Four bedroom home
near university at 1635
Farmer Ave. Available
immediately. All new
carpet and appliances
furnished. For more
details call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
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gun.
He was running toward
the gun when state police
fired with automatic
weapons, and his body
fell about 15 feet from the
porch, Davis said.
"I would say there was
about 15 to 20 rounds
fired," Davis said.
"There were two rapid
successions, and there
was an odd shot in the
bunch that wasn't from
an automatic rifle."
Lawrence County Coroner John Ryan said
Isaac died of gunshot
wounds, but said state
police would have to
answer questions about
how many.
Davis said at least two
of the 20 or more state
police officers at the
house might have been
close enough to apprehend Isaac when he
started running toward
his gun, and "a sharpshooter could have shot
his legs out from under
him at any time."
"My only regret is I
didn't say 'let me go talk
to him.' Nobody was safe
here the way the law was
shooting," Davis said.
Fletcher said Isaac had
a record of arrests on in-

41, • ell

ono...4r

.

Logan County jail escape attempt Saturday unsuccessful
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — An escape attempt by two Logan
County prisoners who
held a homemade knife to
the throat of a jailer's
deputy Saturday proved
unsuccessful.
Jailer's Deputy J.T.
Collier said the incident
began as Jailer's Deputy
Jack Thomas took a trusty back to his cell.
When Thomas opened
the cell door, a prisoner,
Johnny Sullivan, •,,an out.

Thomas managed to shut
the door before another
prisoner, Bobby Cole,
could also slip out, Collier
said.
Cole grabbed Thomas
in a headlock through the
bars and held a
homemade knife to his
throat. Thomas threw his
keys down the hall and
Sullivan retrieved them
and began fumbling for
the right one to open the
cell, Collier said.
The trusty, meanwhile,

toxication charges and
also smoked marijuana,
but had not been intoxicated when Fletcher
drove him home about 9
p.m. Wednesday.
"They are trying to say
he was on a drug of some
kind, but he wasn't,"
Fletcher said. "He had
been drinking earlier in
the day, but he wasn't
drunk when I left him."
Fletcher said state
At their worst, avalanches may attain a mass of a
police had been urged to
send for him but had not. million tons of snow and may travel 200 mph, twice
"I could have talked him the speed of a free-falling sky diver. They may be
into giving up," Fletcher triggered by rapidly accumulating snow, an earthquake, or the weight of a single skier.
said.

ran outside to get help.
Collier said that once
Sullivan decided the attempted escape had
taken too long, he gave

PADUCAH, Ky. (API
— The Public Records
Division of the Kentucky
Department of Libraries
and Archives announced
a demonstration program
Monday that would
manage and protect vital
local records.
Margaret T. Merrick, a
spokesperson for the
department, said the program is made possible by
a $150,000 grant from the
National Historical and
Publications Commis-

1982 Buick Electra ltd.
P S., P.B_. air, cruise, power door locks,
power windows, power seats. One owner,
new car trade-in Super sharp Ky car.

Si 1,900.00

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
641 S. Murray

wants the state to provide
$450,000 to support the
She said grants of up to program.
Applications for the
$15,000 will be made to
selected county and city funds must be completed
governments for the by July 15, Ms. Merrick
management and protec- said, and grants will be
tion of their vital records. awarded before the end of
The department also July.

In Stock Patterns
Prepasted-Strippable-Wallpaper
$6.00 per double
$8.00 per double

FEEDS

Industrial Rd.

E„ cc.
3

Wallpaper Sale

BIG-BUCK

753-5378

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-3642

Del-Mar Mini Blinds
40% off—

sion, a federal agency.

For All Your
Bag And Bulk
Feed And Seed
Needs!
See Us Today!
Buchanan Feed and Seed

up.
burglary charges. They
Collier said the two were transferred to the
prisoners were being held state penitentiary at Edin the jail awaiting trial dyville immediately after
in Todd County on the attempted escape.

Bel-Air Decor.,,,_

LAYAWAYS
AVAILABLE

Program to protect public records

Alb

753-2617
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Shooting probe continues
LOUISA, Ky. ( AP)
State police say it may be
three weeks before they
complete their investigation into the shooting
death of a Lawrence
County man state police
were trying to arrest at
his Poorhouse Farm
Road residence.
But a neighbor, Vanton
Davis, who witnessed the
shooting, said he believes
state police could have
apprehended Billy Joe
Isaac without killing him
in the incident early
Thursday.
And a friend, Sam Fletcher, who was with Isaac
a few hours before the
shooting, said police
should have sent for him.
Isaac, 23, reportedly
was firing shots from his
front porch when state
police were called. A
special response team
from the state police post
at Ashland arrived and
negotiations began.
"The boy shot six to
eight times before ( state
police ) came," Davis
said. "He fired once in
the air after they got
here. That's all the
shooting he did."
But after about 90
minutes of negotiations,
Isaac apparently made a
move toward his gun,
which he had set down on
the porch, and state
police opened fire. Officials said Isaac died of
multiple gunshot wounds.
Morgan Elkins, deputy
state police commissioner, said the state
police internal affairs office was investigating
and no statements would
be released until that probe was complete.
Davis called the
shooting "a case of plain
old overreaction ... The
boy had given himself up.
He had set his gun down
on the porch and walked
out here in the yard)."
Davis said Isaac walked nearly the length of the
yard toward state police,
then apparently heard
other state troopers moving in behind him and
turned back toward his
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Lots of Patterns to Choose from.
Sale Lasts 2 Weeks Only
Starts Tuesday June 7th

Murray, Ky.

The best place to find business?
Where shoppers look first.
The Yellow Pages connection.
It's public informer number one.
The source 4 out of 5 shoppers check
for clues on where to buy*
So to lead more customers to your
door, the best tip you could follow
is to advertise in the Bell System
Yellow Pages.
Tell your whole story. List brand
names and services. The hours you're
open and charge cards you accept.
Make sure you're under all the right
headings. And don't forget a map to
help customers track you down.
Your Bell Yellow Pages representative can clue you in on more ways to
make a good case for your business.
When shoppers let their fingers
do the walking, your
ads will do the talking.
Call 442-5818 collect.
•Chilton Research Services
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